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MOBILE HOMES? — The last remaining houses at Orchard Heights on the Murray State University campus are
being removed as the tnigs are being sold. Diane Shelley, director of purchasing and general services at MS11, said_
bids ranging from $50 to $1,595 were accepted for the structures. The units were used as married housing facilities
for students. Chuck Hulick, housing director, said the demand for the houses has diminished and several were
vacant last year. Staff Photo By Matt Sanders
Gas Gouging Alleged
WASHINGTON (AP) -- President
Carter's chief inflation fighters today
accused many gasoline distributors of
engaging ill- illegal price gouging, and
recommended that the government
-consider rationing gasoline. -- - —
Alfred E. Kahn, chairman of the
president's Council on .Wage and Price
Stability, also predicted that mainly
because of today's big increase in
foreign oil prices, inflation will be
bumping at the double-digit level for
the rest of . this year."
On gasoline prices, Barry Bosworth,
director of the council, told the House
Government Operations consumer
subcommittee that "on the basis of
national data from the Consumer Price
Index and the Producer Price Index.
retail gasoline priees are going up far
more rapidly than can be justified by
refining costs."
Said Kahn: "I suspect_ as a private
citizen that there are widespread
-violations at the retail level."
one legitimate solution to the energy
problem would be mandatory rationing
at the gasoline pumps, said Kahn. "It is
something that ought not be to be
rejected" out of hand, he said. "We
really ought to consider rationing."
The House earlier this year rejected a
plan— that—would have given the
president standby authority to ration'
gasoline.
"I feel that when the American
people get mad enough about having to
wait in line — and that is the inevitable
consequence of price controls — they
will be prepared to go to a system that
limits consumption," Kahn said.
The council monitors gasoline prices
at the refinery level to see if increases
are,in line with Carter's anti-inflation
price standards. The Energy Depart-
ment h4s the job of monitoring crude oil
price reases under 8-year-old
petroleum price controls.
Bosworth said the prices charged by
many of the nation's small refiners are
increasing "far more rapidly than can
be justified by" increases in crude oil
prices.
One problem, he conceded, is that
some companies are buying refined
gasoline on the World's uncontrolled
"spot" markets at prices so high they
would have to charge-$1.75 a gallon at
the'pum_p.
•
Kahn and Bosworth said there is little
the government can do aboutstalting
inflation until the nation reduces its
reliance on imported. oil, which ac-
counts for about half of daily U.S.
consumption.
n "We cannot afford to continue to
import crude oil as we have or it's going
to drive us into bankruptcy," Bosworth
said.
While it wiji be difficult to Write a,
gasoline rationing plan that is com-
pletely fair, he said, "standing in a gas
line is one form of rationing but .9is
inequitable as hell."
Bosworth told the subcommittee "we
have a very rapidly worsening inflation
"Problem." &it he said he is heartened
by general compliance with Ca,-ter':.-
wage and price standards.
Decontrol To Up Oil Revenues
WASHINGTON ( AP — The
Treasury Department has increased by
„nearly 50 percent its estimate of gross
.oil company revenues that will result
from oil price decontrol.
It now Says the companies will reap
an additional $94 billion over five years
because ceilings are being IMO on
domestic oil prices.
The new Treasury estimate came to
light Wednesday on the eve of House
debate on a proposed "windfall profits"





Maxine Scott of Calloway CoUnty is
one of four adult 4-H Club leaders in the
state of Kentucky to receive the Out-
standing 4-H Leadership Award
presented at the Conrad Feltner 4-H
Leadership Recognition Banquet held
in Lexington.
Mrs. Scott has been an active 4-H
leader for the past 16 years. At the
present time she is president of the
Purchase Area Extension ,Council, vice
president of the Calloway County 4-H
Council, county delegate to the Pur-
chase Area 4-H Council, and represents
the Purchase area as state delegate on
the Kentucky 4-H Council. She has
attended regional and national con-
ferences on 4-H as a delegate from
Kentucky,
The -award leader attended the
University of Kentucky where she
majored in home economics, and at the
present time she is attending Murray
State University studying agriculgteure.
"Mrs. Scott is president of the Pacers
Homemakers 'Club. County 4:11
Chairman on the Calloway County
Homemakers Council, and a member of
the Calloway County Extension
Council. She is also chairman of the
Theta Department of the Murray
Wicrnan's Club and is a member of the
First Baptist Church.
Other Memberships are in the
Murray _Branch of the American
_Association of University Women, MSU
Women's Society, Farm Bureau,
-University of Kentucky Agriculture
Alumni, and Girl Scout Council.
The Murray 'woman is married to
Arlie Scott, professor of agriculture at
Murray State University— Mrs. Scutt
said "I was quite surprised and very
proud to receive the award, and I feel
my efforts to serve mankind could not
Maxine Scott
have been put tobetter use than helping
young people develop to their highest
potential."
The Conrail Feltner award was
established to recognize on a year to
year basis adult and teen leaders
throughout the state for outstanding
service and to recognize Feltner for the
many significant contributions he had
made during hie career as Assistant
Director of Extension for 4-H, an
Exterksiqn spokesman said.
Thirty-two adult and teen area
leaders were recognized for their
service to the Kentueky 9-H program at
the-Lexington banquet.. Also recognized
were some of Kentucky's outstanding 4-
Ii agents including Dorothy
Porter of McCracken.County.
Earlier. Treasury officials had
estimated that oil companies would
take in an additional-165 billion in gross
revenues between 1980 and 1984
because of decontrol.
' A ranking Treasury official econteded
Wednesday the $94 billion figure was
more realistic because it used more
likely estimates for imported oil costs
and future inflation rates.
'-N Emil Sunley, a deputy assistant
Treasury secretary for tax policy, said
figure, based on lower inflation
projections, because it did not want to
appear to be -sanctioning sharper in-
creases in imported oil prices.
In another development Wednesday,
Deputy Energy Secretary John F.
O'Leary told the congressional Joint
-Economic-Corrunittee a gasoline tax of
10 cents a gallon would enable the
nation "io pay fq,E developing all the
synthetic fuel it needs.
O'Leary was careful to say he was not
proposing such a tax, but mentioning it
the administration had used the le wer_____..emy__410_430_44ampja,.._af _aaa_wa„y_abe._
country could finance energy self-
sufficiency.
Bur for the time being, he sain, tile
supply picture continues to look dim.
"The fundamental problem is that the
U.S. economy needs about 1 million
barrels a day of crude oil more than is
Currently avallable,"- O'reary said.
On Another matter, O'Leary told the
committee the administration will
decide in two or three weeks whether to
order refiners to produce more heating
oil for the winter.
He has said the administration is
prepared to take drastic steps if
necessary to insure that people don't go
cold this winter. He said Wednesday
those steps could include "grounding
planes and diverting jet fuel- for
residential' use.
today's index




Dear Abby  4-A
Deaths & Funerals  16-A
Dr. Lamb  .3-A •
Garrott's Galley ........ .5-A
•Horoscope 4-A 
Local Scene -2-A, 3-A A
Opinion Page 5-A
Sports 11-A, 12-A, 13-A
thunderstorms
tonight
Mostly cloudy with a chance of
thunderstorms tonight and
Friday. Lows tonight in the low
70s. Highs Friday in the mid to
upper 80s.
Extended Kentucky Forecast
Chance of showers through the
period. Lows in the upper 50s to
lilid 410., Highs in the Ms
State Energy Official Says
Enough Fuel Should Be
Available For Holiday
By 'Inc Associated Press
A Kentucky energy official says there
should be sufficient fuel available for
this weekend and the July 4 holiday
period — if motorists avoid 'panic and
do not swarrn to the gas pumps.
Deputy Energy Commissioner
Damon Harrison said that emergency
allocations eased some shortages in
western Kentucky, and stations should
have enough gasoline to last until early
next week.
"The product (gasoline) is beginning
_ _to raov e pretty well and were about
get everyone. resupplied. We're in
pretty fair condition right ,now," said
Harrison „leached at Frankfort.
- The secret of avoiding a weekend
shortage, he said, is to avoid fear of a
shortage and a resulting stampede of
drivers bent on topping off their tanks.
"The quickest way to guarantee
there'll be a shortage this weekend is to
do that," he said.
Most independent truckers in the
Owensboro area were back on the job
Wednesday after voting Tuesday night
to end their - two-week-old shutdown
effort, and in eastern Kentucky, where
Alae_ut 290 National  guard trbops
reniained on duty guarding fuel storage
areas, Only one incident was reported
that possibly was related to lingering
shutdown activity.
Guard Capt. Tom Little, reached in
Frankfort, said guardsmen standing
watch on an Interstate 75 overpass at
London reported gunshots or
firecrackers from a passing pickup
truck at 2 a.m. Wednesday. He said
there were no injuries and no arrests.
The Owensboro-area truckers vote to
return to work followed the govern-
ment's decision to allow trucking
companies to add a 6 percent surcharge
to shipping charges to help defray high
fuel costs.
: The board of the .Kentilelcy Gasoline
Dealers Association decided Wed-
oesday night to delay action on a
proposal to Shut down Sunday through
Thursday as part of a national
demonstration of the pinch dealers feel
between rising gasoline costs and
federal ceilings on the prices they can
charge.
The dealers greup heard -that the
White House is considering loosening
tight controls on dealer markups, and
the local organization said it would wait
for three weeks to te e what the
government would do. A spokesman
would not rule out the possibility of a
shutdown in the future if the White
House refuses to change the controls.
The group represents some 230
gasoline dealers statewide who own
stations and operate under oil company




James D. Jimt Kelly of Route 3,
Murray, was certified by the executive
ionunittee of Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association as a new
director in the regular meeting held
Tuesday.
Kelly. who was unopposed for the
seat in an earlier. nomination meeting,
will represent the east side of Calloway
County. He will serve the unexpired
term of H. I. Craig, who resigned
because of illness and is now deceased.
Kelly grows 16 acres of dark-fired
tobacco each year and was ',named to
the advisory board by the directors
earlier this spring.
The board of directors announced
that the annual membership meeting
will be July 11. The program will be
held at the West Kentucky livestock
and Exposition Center on College Farm
Road. Registration is set for 10-10:30
a.m.
The invocation will be delivered by
the Rev. Walter Mischke Jr., pastor of
the First United Methodist Church. The
president's report will be delivered by
Leonard P. Grief of McCracken County.
Principal speaker for ,the meeting
will be Frank R. Snodgrass, executive
vice president of the Burley and Dark
Leaf li/acco Export AsSociation.
Snodgrass resides in Bowling Green
with offices in Washington,- DtC.
Recognized as an authority on the
problems of tobacco export marketing,
he will give growers a view of the
marketing future for tobacco.
Snod'grass will—be introduced by
Holmes Ellis, general manager of the
association.
Financial statements will be
presented by an independent auditing
firm.
are some 2,400 stations in Kentucky. He
said that even if the association voted to
close he doubted enough stations would
take part to "cause a catastrophe" for
holiday travelers.
He said he would not rule out a wider
shutdown in the future, though, because
"the—dealers hiLve been squeezed ...
probably more than they should have
been."
Harrison said the Department of
Energy sent, emergency shipments of
gasoline to/ ease shortages in the
Henderson area and in countie-f around
Lake. Barkley and KentuckY Lake,
where he said an influx of tourists
apparently depleted supplies.
Harrison said gasoline shortages that
occurred over the Memorial Day
holiday weekend should not be a
problem for the corning Fourth of July
holiday.
Memorial Day, he 'said, "of course,
comes right at the end of the month,"
when monthly gasoline allocations have
:been used up.
"The Fourth will come right at the
first of the month, and with the new
supplies ... it won't be too bad," he said.
Harrison attributed last week's
shortages partly to "heavy media
coverage saying- the truckers were
about to close everything down."
Motorists lined up to fill their tanks,
drawing down levels in stations' un-
derground storage tanks, and the truck
shutdown activity delayed tankers that
were reaugglyi_ng the s_tations said.
Kentuckians had—it better than
notorists in some other states,
Harrison added.
"People in Kentucky gerixcited if
they've got 15 or 20 in line," he said,.
'But that's not what they call a long
line in California or Washington or New.
York or places like that. In New York if
it doesn't go all the way arouncl the
block it doesn't count," he said.
OPEC Raises Base
Price Of Oil Today
GENEVA Switzerland (AP) — The„
Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries today raised the base price of
its crude oil to a range of $18 to $23.50 a
barrel.
The 13-nation oil cartel set its new
base price at $18, up from $14.55. It alse
'said members could add surcharges of
at Tnuetrits- $2 a barrel as market
conditions permit, but set the
maximum price of a barrel of OPEC
oil, including allowances for quality, at
$23.50 a barrel.
Experts calculate that the rise in
OPEC prices probably will add about-4
cents a gallon to prices of gasoline and
heating oil in the United States
It is the biggest boost in OPEC prices
in five years.
The decision leaves OPEC with a two-
tiered price structure, much like the
one the cartel had in the first half of
1977.
Saudi Arabia; which had held out for
a low price, Qatar and the United Arab
Emirates will be the only countries
actually charging $18 a barrel, Saudi
Oil Minister Ahmed Zaki Yamani told a
news conference.
The agreement was worked out late
Wednesday night, prolonging the
meeting into a third day,- after
moderate and radical members
"narrowed the gap gradually until they
got where they are," said Cyrus
Ebrahimzadeti of the Iranian
delegation. "
Libya, Iran ansl Iraq had demanded
that the nrice of OPEC's benchmark
crude oil, Arabian light, be raised to
between $23 to $27 a barrel from $14.55.•
Under the new system, the price rises
to only $18, but that amounts to a 24
percent hike.
The 10 other nations will be, able to'
add surcharges to the benchmark pride
to bring it to is much as $20. As always,
additional surcharges could be tacked
an to take into account differeffees in
the quality of their oils.
The increases in the base( price are
the largest since 1974, ;when prices
quadrupled during the ,'Arab oil em-
bargo. Analysts estimate that retail
prices of gasoline and heating oil in the
United States rise a penny per gallon
for each Spec cent'rtse In the base price
of crude oil. But because the sur-
charges in the past three months have
raised the average price of OPEC oil to
$17, experts say the rise at the gas
pump and on heating bills will work out
to about 4 cents a gallon.-
The new price" structure would be
effective July 1. Sources said the
ministers would meet again in Geneva
in late September to consider changes.
U.S. Energy Secretary James
Schlesinger said irri Wednesday that if
OPEC raised its base price to $20 a
barrel, the U.S. bill for imported oil
next year would be $65 billion to $70
billion. The U.S. Treasury Department
estimated earlier this year_that the
United States, 1 although it was the
second largest producer of oil in the
world in 1978, would spend more than
$50 billion on imported oil this year,
compared with $42 billion in 1978 and $5
billion in 1972.
HANGING AROUND — A steeplejack, aints the first Methodist Church
, steeple as part of a refurbishing pro 'am initiated by the church trustees
and administrative board, according' to Bob farless, associate pastor. He
added that some interior work al will be done.
Staff Photo Iv Malt 5:hiders
a
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Thursday, June
Disabled Aitierican
Veterans and Auxiliary will
meet at 7 p.m./it the Legion.
Hall. South Sixth and Maple
Streets, Murray.
"To Kill A Mockingbird"
will the presented by the
Murray-Calloway Co. Com-
munity Theatre at 8 p.m. in
the'City-County Park._ _
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Lake Barkley
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Tss'ilight Cabaret till
perform at old beach area at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Knights of Qolumbus Ladies
Night will be held at 6:30 p.m.
- - at Gleason Hall.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include Ice Cream
Eating ,Contest in recreation
roortrat--4-p-.m,,-Hayride- with
cost being $2.50 per person at
Riding Stables at 6:30 p.m.,
and Mini Epic by West Baptist
Church Youth Group from
Hickman in large meeting
room at 8 plii7 
Friday, June 29
Twilight Cabaret will
perform in old beach area at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Events at Kenlake ,State
Park will include Frisbee Golf
Iff a.m. and Kool-Aid Kill at
: 30 p.m., both at Hotel Front
Lawn; Fish Pond at 3 p.m. at
Campground Playground;
Ping Pong Tournament at 4:30
p.m. in Game Room; Hayrille
with cost being $2.50 per
person at Riding Stables, and
Croquet at Campground
Playground, both at 6:30 p.m.:
Lakeside Singers at meeting
room at 8:30 p.m.; Moonlight




'79" at North Marshall J or
High School. Fish fry /will
begin at 5 p.m. and contrt by
The Speers, Anderson isters,
and Liberty boys will start at
7:30 p.m. ProceedS will go to
finance "Marshal's" Trip to
International Special
Olympics. , Advance-sale
discount Otets available at
Bank of ' Murray, Peoples
Bank, or by calling 753-7302.
, / 
/„.. ppeteers from Memorial
, ptist Church will present a
' rogram at Hillman's- Ferry
„ Campground, Land Between,
the Lakes, at 8:30 p.m.
tteservations at $6 per
person for the Hardin High
School Reunion on July 7
should be made by today with
Mrs Glen Warren, Box 16,
Hardin, Ky.
Friday, June 20
Twilight Golf and Club
Membership Social will both
be held at 5:30 p.m. at the
Murray Country Club.
Household shower of Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Gunther whose
trailer and contents were
destroyed in the storm on June
21 will be held from 10 to 11:30
a,m, at the Comprehensive
Care Center, 704 Main Street.




concert at the Roy Stewart
Stadium, Murray State
University, at 7:30 p.m. This is
free and open to the public.
Wranglers Riding Club will
at the club grounds at 7
p.m. t̀for an important meet
and all members are urged to
attend.
Second performance of To
Kill A Mockingbird" will be
presented at 8 p.m. at the City-
County Park by the Murray-
Calloway Co. Community
-Theatre.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 743-0929
by 9 a.m. for morning shop-




Twilight Cabaret will preSent
separate programs at/ Ken-
tucky Dam Village Ste Park
at 8:30 p.m.
"To Kill A Mockingbird"
will be presented for the third
,night by the Murray-Calloway
'Co. Comm ity Theatre at the
City-Coun Park at 8 p.m.
Ken,A:ke State, Park ac-
tivities will include Longest
Dr- e Contest on No. 2
F irway on Golf Course from
:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Ceramic
Tile, Ashtrays and Beed
Stritging at Recreation room
at 10 a.m.; Watermelon Feast
at, 1 p.m. and Seed Spitting
Contest at 1:30 p-.m,„ at
Campground Playground;
Fishing Derby at 3 p.m. at
Hotel Playground; Challenge
orthe Sexes on front lawn at 4
P.m.; Around The World Ping
Pong in game room at 5 p.m.;
hayride -with cost being $2.50
per person at riding stables at
6:30 p.m.; Musical and Puppet
Show by the Versailles Baptist
Church Youth Choir at 8 p.in.
Events in land Between the
Lakes will include Leather
Workshop at Empire Farm at
10 a.m.: Junior Naturalist
from 8:30 a.m. to noon, Our
Natpral Resources at 2:30
p.m.. and Snake Tales at 3:30
p.m., all at Center Station;
Hearth Cooking at The






For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
No Passes•No Bargain Nit.
















The Comedy Hit of '79' [ 7:20, 9:251




"Everywhich Way But Loose" (pi)
we, "Moving Violation" (pg) 1G45





Square and Round Dancing
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Woodmen of the World Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Moffitt
will have open house at their
home, Cypress Creek Resort,
near New Concord, in
celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary.
Wranglers Riding Club will
have a Horse Show at the club,
located on Van Cleave Road
off Highway 94 East, at 7 p.m.
Admission is $1 with children
12 and under free.
, Special Benefit Auction for
food, medicine and utilities for
the needy will be held at 1 p.m.
at the Bible Facts Free Store,
located at Cherry Corner.
Pottertown Road next to Hicks
Cemetery.
•
PATIENT :yPA DU CATI
iRecently smissed from
Lourdes Hospital„ Paducah,
was Jimmy. Edwards of
Dexter.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Carolyn Parker of Murray
h.* been dismiSsed from the
Western Baptist - Hospital,
Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUtAH
Riley Dunn of Murray has





11 r. oturillrs, Clayton- Rogers
Former Calloway County residents, Clayton and Genie
Rogers, celebrated their 50th weddiry,_aonivers.sry on June
15, 1979, with a family dinner at the Steamship Rountl-sex
Restaurant, Dallas, Texas.
Mr, Rogers and the former Gertie BeaMan were married
on June 15, ;1929, in Toledo; Ohio: They left Kentucky and
moved to Detroit, Mich., for employment. After residing in
Deirbil fori9 years, the cqop1eTi0Ved10 Dallas; Texas, In
1948. They are currently members of the First Baptist
Church in Dallas. .
/Mr. and Mrs. Rogers arer4 tired from owning their own
business, Crystal Laundry .and Cleaning, Garland, Texas.
They have a son and a daughter and five grandchildren who
also live in Dallas. ./
Mr. Rogers has two brothers, Hafford and Hillard Rogers,
residing in Murray„and one sister, Helen Herndon of Graves
County. Mrs. Rogers has three sisters residing in Murray





Clark, Baby Boy (Nedra),
907 Vine, Murray, Jones, Baby
Girl (Patti ), Rt. 8, Bitterest
Dr. Box 360, Benton, Barrow,
Baby Girl Patricia ),;/ Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn. , •
Dismiss0
Mrs. Edith L *Kinney, 801
N. 18th St.,,/MurraY', Mrs.
Rachel Montgomery, Box 63,
Kirksey, David-L.-Thompson,
1521, Orford Dr., Murray,
Mitto*., Smith, ' Box- 162,
Puryear;Tenn., Mrs. Helen'
Hoonshell, lit7,6, pox 47-A,
murray, Noah G Paschall,
'Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Rebecca A.
Graham, 27 Riviera Ct.,
Murray, Mrs. Kathy Lynn
Valentine, Rt. 8, Box 395,
Murray, Mrs. Lisa Wilson, Rt.
1. Sox 132, Murray, Mrs.
Gloria D. Johnson, 1911
estwood Dr., Murray, Mrs. Rt. 1 Patine- rsvitle, - Term.,
/Sandra' Medlock, Rt. 2, Mrs. Rebina F„.-Moore, Rt. 1
Springville, Tenn., Wesley E.Doss,, Geri, Dew , _ puryear , mrsBx. ,2Reva4, SpHir nligmvailnle, Tenn.,_c Rax.-
Term., Stephanie R. Sam- 41, New Concord, David
mons, 304 S. 15th St., Murray, Cunningham, Rt. 3 Bx. 9,
Willie a Smith, lit. 1, Box 83,
Dexter, Thad B. Poe, Rt. 5, 
Murray,. Mrs. Linda S.
Upchurch and Baby Girl, 8B,
Box 355, Murray,, Russell Washington. Ct. Paris, Tenn.,
Trusty, 503 Troy Ave., Hick- Mary- E. Boyd and Baby Girl,
man, Mrs, - Cyrene W. Hall. 601 Irvin, Paris, Tenn., Ben
Fern Terrace, Murray, Mrs. Schreader, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Audrey L. Moore, Rt. 4: Box -___Berpha E. Maddox,,1107 Elm,
85-A, Murray. , Murray. ,
6-24-79
Newborn Admission
_ York, Baby Girl ( Penny),
Rt, 4 Bx. 180', Benton.
Dismissals
Edwin Thompson, 1615
Wiswell Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Clara N. Tyler, 741 Nash Dr.,
Murray, Dennis A. Zimmer.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. William Majors of





Will be closed July 2, 3 & 4 for vacation.
Watch Monday's Ledger & Times For Our
Big Anniversary Sale
*******************************************
Your wedding is not
out-of-town... J'
why should your tux be?
Your wedding. You've
planned it so welt But,
sometimes things don't go
as planned. like, what if the
tux is ordered from out-of-
town and it doesn't fit? At
The Tux Shop we don't have
to order from out-of-town.
That's right! Because we're
also a wholesale supplier to
many shops throughout the
country. If
anything goes wrong
chances are The Tux Shop
can duplicate your order
within minutes of your call ,
for help. It's your wedding' 
Sowhen you're planning it
see The Tux Shop...do it
right the first time!the
Tux
*bop




SPRINGFIELD, Obits( API -
Cupid is a new Social Security
law to Mamie and Floyd D.
Disterdick. •
The former Mamie Kelley,
75, and Disterdick, 81, were
married at the home of her
grandson, Ted Carver, this
spring, after having lived to-
gether nearly 23 years.
"rve had that thrown up to
me so many times," Mrs. Dis-
terdick, a great-grandmother,
said shortly before the after-
noon ceremony.
The couple live on Social Se-
curity and said they couldn't
afford to get married when
they met in the middle 1950s.
"Back years ago, if we got
married they'd cut my Social
Security," Mrs. Disterdick said.
-And we just couldn't make
ends meet without it."
A revised Social Security law
that took effect last January al-
lows senior citizens of both
es to keep their benefits re-
gardless of marriage or remar-
riage.
"It's wonderful," the bride
said. - -"It's a dream finally
come true. I've got the map,
now rrfilialligto keep-him."
Disterdick, smiling and act-
ing as if he didn't know what to
do with his hands, proclaimed
his lack of nervousness and re-
turned his bride's cpliment
with'. -She's ttie best darn cook
in the world."
It was the third marriage for
both Mamie and Disterdick, a
retired taxicab Viver from
Portsmouth, Ohio.
The weddirig,The said; -was
her idea, not mine; I love her
same as 1 always did."
Brother Visited
/ After 22 Years
Mrs. Mary Farmer Ray of Murray Route 1, Stella Com-
munity, has returned home after a visit with her brother,
Rudy Farmer, of Omaha, Nebraska. She accompanied her
son and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ray of Chattanooga,
Tenn., to Omaha.
Her brother, Rudy, moved from Calloway County about 62
years ago and Mrs. Ray has only seen him twice slhce that
time with the last time being about 21 or 22 /years ago.
Parrish-Crouse
Vows Are Read
The wedding of Danna Tucker Parrish, daughter of Mrs.
Clara Tucker and the late Bobby Tucker, to Roger Dale
Crouse, son of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Crouse, was solemnized
on Friday, June 15, at the Kirksey United Methodist Church.
Officiating at the ceremony was the Rev. Bob Dotson, The
attendants were Mr. and Mrs. David Burkeen.
The new Mrs. Crouse is employed at Cain's AMC-Jeep,
Inc., and Mr. Crouse is employed at the Bill Crouse Motor
Sales.
Mr. and Mrs. Crouse are now residing on Murray Route 8.
/fir ae:Weit acikai aelhi ielkae-t-w se-f-v




her crystal from our
complete bridal registry.
.4lene and Dale will
be nowried 4agas1 113.
/074.
The Showcase











cooked Just the way you like it
And plump, juicy shrimp; lightly
breaded and deep fried With a
-hot bakqd potato or fries, and a thick
slice of toast its quite a meal And
don t forget our all-you-can-eat soup 'n
salad bar Only ,99c -
SIRLOIN STOCKADE






Come On Over - Walk-In - Brous° Around -







Get Your Rockets Off at
Longview One
Stop
Direction-I: Cross Paris Landing Bridge, Tn., U.S. 19 E. 1st Stop On
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HEALTH 
Dealing with cataracts
-Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I
have cataracts and can't
wear glasses touching the
sides of my nose where
glasses normally rest, so I'd
be most interested in finding
out about thte removal of
cataracts if this is possibie.
! I'm quite far advanced now.
. Recently I read an article in
. our local paper about 51
i rabbits developing cataracts
I after repeated exposure tomicrowave radiation. What
4 I'd like to know is: Are there
experiments being done on
how to reverse_ cataracts?
: DEAR READER—There
are some enthusiasts who
believe that you can reverse
cataracts with drops, diets
and other procedures, but
after careful review by qual-
ified ophthalmologists, it is
the opinion of -the-Ainelican
Ophthalmology Service that
the only effective treatment
available for cataracts is
surgical removal.
Some of the confusion may
be related to differences in
animal research and human-
responses. And some of the
confusion may also be due to
misinterpretation of what is
a cataract and what is a
vacuole i bubble) in the lens.
-There are basic reasons
why people develop
cataracts. Almost everyone
develops some form of ca-
kit-acts if they live long
eiteugh, even if it's not large
enotikh. or in the right loca-
tion to ihterfere with vision.
You see, the lens of the eye -
is really a forra of special-
ized skin. As your skin
regenerates, the WA are
sloughed off the surhme.
This canna happeei—Visi•
the eye, so the old- Cells are
pushed to the center of the
lens. The new cells are al-
ways on the outside of the
., globular lens. In.the course
of time, the center of the lens
becomes packed with dense
old cells. These become
opaque, and it's difficult to
transmit light through the
lens.
_ When all the lens is in-
volved to such an extent that
it becomes white or is unable 4
to transmit light, it's called
a mature cataract.
There are a number of
other factors that will con-
'tribute to cataracts. Diabet-
ics are more prone to devel-
oping them earlier in life.
Radiation can he a factor in
causing them. And there's a
body of evidence that indi-
cates that ultraviolet rays
from sunlight may be an
important factor.
I'm sending you The
Health Letter number 13-6
on cataracts to give you
more information about
them, when you should have
surgery and what can be
done. Other readers who
want this issue can send 50
cents with a long., stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
Retirement- -
it. Send your request to me,
in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY
10019.
if you have cataract sur-
gery, you will probably be
able to use contact lenses
after the eyes have healed.
This will get away from your
problem with the pressure of
the cataract glasses on the
sides of your nose. I would
like to add that not everyone
who has cataracts necessar-
ily requires surgery. Some-
times the vision is still ade-
quate for that particular
person's needs
In other instances, there is
another disease in the eye;
which means that removal
of the cataracts wouldn't
necessarily result in a signif-
icant improvement in vision.
Each case has to be evalu-
ated by a competent
ophthalmologist before a de-
cision is made relative to the
merits of surgery.
American Population Older
Age 1h/creasing Each Year
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
America is getting older and—
the growing number of people
who retire each year are
finding that their dreams of a
life of relaxation can turn -into -
a nightmare of /financial
worries.
The number of people 65 and
over is expected to increase by
about 33 percent between 1972
and 1990, according to the
Census Bureau. That com-
pares with an anticipated
increase of 28 percent in the
population as a - whole and it
has focused new attention on
retirees.
Knowing what to expect can






means a sharp drop in icome.
But economists at Citibal&in
New York point out that it a
can mean a drop in spending.




Using the latest available
Labor Department figures,
Citibank compared budgets
for working and retired
It found that the average
U.S. working family spent 31.1
percent of its money *on food,-
28.2 percent on housing, 10.6
percent on transportation, 7.2
percent on medical care, 8.2
percent on clothing, 9.2 per-
-cent on personal care and
other expenses and 5„5 percent
on miscellaneous items like
gifts.
The retired couple spent
proportionally less on tran-
sportation, food, clothing and
personal care, but propor-
tionally more on housing,
medical care and
miscellaneous.
As a general rtffe, you will
.ceed approximately 70 per-
cent of your after-tax, pre-
retirement earnings to
maintain your standard of
living during your first year of
retirement.
You will have to increase
your income in successive
years to cover inflation and
qui 
_A n e increasei;tciao add up
for
Indepe°ndent Maturity,
founded by. the American
Association of Retired Per-
sons to help people plan for the
future, calculated the atnount
of money needed by some 
who retires now with an an-
nual income of $10,000 and
wants to keep pace with a 6
percent rate of inflation —
relatively modest by _curreAt
standards.
The experts found that by
the end of the 10th year, the
retiree started with
$10,000 would need nearly
818,000, just to stay even.
An AIM guide to retirement
is available, at no charge,
from 1909 K Street, NW,,




Your two basic sources of
retirement income probably
will be Social Security and a
pension. It is important to find
out exactly what you are
entitled to and what you have
to do to get it. Mistakes can
happen — clerical or com-
puter errors, for example —
and they can cost you money.
Contact your local Social
Security office to find out
about benefits and write the
Consumer Information
Center, Dept. 545G, Pueblo,
Colo., 81009, for 'a free copy of
"Pension and Welfare Law:
What You Should Know," to




















Our entire stock of beautiful summer
dresses now on sole' Hundreds fiD choose
from in all of<your favorite styles and
colors JuMor mossy and half sizes




UP TO 20% OFF
Famous name styles by Formfot Von,ty fair. Maidenform,
Playtex Bali and Warners Hurry ,n to Bnaht's and really save




























The largest select On of swirnwear
Western Kentucky.ete 114 to 113 off!
Beautiful new styles to every color
under the rainbow. Buy your favortte
suttS today for the hot weather OheOd
11111811111111111111111111111111111.094Summer Shoe
Clearance
Regular Values to 49.00
1 / 4 TO 1 /3_ OFF
Save on co large group of our current seasor. shoes H ,t .• —
Doors at sensattonal savongs of from 14 to 1,3 -,fr'
pairs at thos super sa,ngs Dressy Cosirni SrzolY'
Fashion Pants
and Jeans







1 / 3 OFF
Halters &
Tube Tops













McAllister of Terrace Park,
Ohio, was married on
Saturday afternoon, June 2, to
Paul Robert Henley of
Southgate, Mich.
The Rev. David L. Miller
officiated at the double ring
ceremony read at the Hyde
Park Community United
Methodist Chach, Cincinnati,
Ohio. A reception followed at
the Terrace Park Country
Club.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Alan W.
McAllister of Terrace Park,
Ohio, and the granddaughter
of Mrs. Charles B. Crawford
and the late Mr. Crawford of
Murray. parents of the groom
are Mr. and Mrs. Robert A.
Henley, also of Terrace Park,
Ohio.
Maid of honor was a sorority
sister, Miss Dana Jones of
Lexington. Attendants were
the bride's sisters, Misses
Ginny and Sarah McAllister of
Terrace Park, and Miss Holly
Rave ter-of Citieltinati.
Best man was Mark
Boettcher of Beloit, Wisc.
Groomsmen ,were John
Henley of Terrace Park,
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Lovie Rose of Hardin was




Dismissed June 15 from the
Hardin.
Benton, was Coy Jones of 'Mr-29a7/14.Marshall County Hospital,
rs. Patil Robert Hettlev
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
Della Collins of Hardin was




Dismised June 17 from the
Marshall County Hospital.
Benton, was Lodell Bedwell of
Hardin.
brother of the groom, Marit,
Evans of Park Hills, Ky., and
Gregory Vogt of Cincinnati.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Henley
are graduates of the School of
Engineering at Purdue
University where Mrs. Henley
was a member of Alpha Chi
Omega sorority.
CLARK BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Clark
907 Vine Street, Murray, are
the parents of a baby boy;
Gary Lynn, weighing eight
pounds one ounce, measuring
20 inches, born Monday, June
25, at 2:16 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The father is employed at
a till pleasure u. .,
would like to annotate/
that .Sheri Thornton.
bride-elect of JoineN •
Wright. has selectid her
crystal and stainless • .




will be married Jo, 22.
/979
lie Cherry Brancilcbestnus sf. • Murray, Kentucky.. 
IS
Since their return trom a
wedding trip to Hawaii, they
are making their home on
Grosse Ile, Mich. Mr. Henley
is a mechanical engineer with
the Cadillac Division_ of
General Motor's and Mrs.
Henley will be employed as a
chemical engineer with
Monsanto.
the Murray Water Ways
ITeatrneht Plant:- They have
another son. Jerry Thomas,
10, and one daughter, Susan
Renee, 5"2.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. George Merrell of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Clark of Murray Route 4.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Jewell Wilkerson of Murray
and the late Tom Wilkerson,
and Mr. and Mrs. Milford
Clark of Great Valley, N. Y.
Great great grandparents are
Mrs. Clara Whitcomb of
Ocean, N. Y., and Ed Clark of
Great Valley, N. Y.
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
David Camp of Murray has
been a patient, at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah'.
PADUCATIPATIENT
Jerry Maness of Alma has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
OP"
With summe# barely begun... we've slashed
the prices on quality summer merchandise to
make room for new fall goods that has
already started to arrive. So here's your
chance to save. . and SAVE BIG on summer
















•Values to 8125 00
7 9 8 8T0$89 8 8
Men's 3 Pc. ,
Vested Suits

















FOR FRIDAY, JUNE 29, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Work-related problems
could prey on your mind.
However, you'll make
progress towards ac-
complishment. Work late if
necessary.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20)
You may be nervous about a
planned meeting. However, by
weighing your words
carefully, the evening will
turn out well.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
Agitation at home may be
the catalyst to a serious
domestic decision. Once
-16-7- made, lighten your tone and
share oleasantries.
_-CANCER
•( June 21 to July 22 1 00
Forego moodiness and
stiifeinner thoughts A serious
talk will lighten the at-




( July 23 to Aug. 22 44:g
Financial considerations
dominate your outlook now.
Knew what you can afford,
and then spoil yourself with a
little treat. -
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
You're in the mood to handle
things yourself and may
resent other's aggressiveness.
Don't take yourself so
seriously. Relax.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
You're in the mood for a
long solitary walk. Dent let
introspection lead to negative
thoughts. Share privacy with a
friend.
SCORPIO
( Oct. '23 to Nov. 21) ntee•V
A get-together with the
usual crowd may seem a bit
dull, but useful carper in-
formation will enlife.n your
soira. Be alert.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 2'2 to Dec. 21)
Those traveling may have to
take office work with them.
However, there's no reason




( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
The same old issues may
arise with someone at a
distance. Perhaps, this time
you can find a solution. Think
positively.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Consult with tax advisers,
jnauraece agents and trustees.
t reorganization of these
matters will put you in a
happy frame of mind.
PISCES- ' • X Cl
(Feb. 19 to Mar, 20)
•—Avoid-a confrontation with a
mate or close ally. Help others
out with responsibilities. Then
you'll have more leisure time
together.
YOU BORN TODAY are
more inventive than the
typical member of your sign.
Attracted to avant-garde
occupations, your work is
often ahead of your time. You
have a special interest in
public service and could
succeed in charity work, civic
improvement, welfare, and
reform movements. Your
Idealism also attracts you to
the arts, t nd you'd excel as a
painter, writer, musician and
actor. You have a tendency to
go to extremes and erraticism
could interfere with business




By Abigail Van- Bi-:gen
Face the Music
Key-Bored Kids!
DEAR ABBY: LONG-SUFFERING DAD, critical of
parents who force their children to take music lessons, said:
"I think forcing music lessons on a child Is a form-of child
abuse!"
You let that go by without comment, Abby. For the
record. Tin among those who resisted music lessons, pre-
ferring football, basketball, baseball-anything to an hour's
daily practice. But my mother forced me to continue taking
piano lessons and to practice an hour a day.
After about 10 years I got pretty good at it, and have en-
joyed playing the piano for much of my life. I also learned a
great deal about discipline, poise under pressure at recitals,
as w ell_g_s_the joy of muSic.
If forcing music lessons on a child is "child abuse," what
would you say to forcing a child to learn English, history,
math and science? Most youngsters would prefer to runlree
Ur-do t he i ure If tiling- Tathrt titan something that mands
concentration, discipline and a commitment of time and ef-
fort. • ,
Sign this. "Forced to Learn and Glad of It" ... or
BOB L. IN BLACK BUTTE
DEAR BOB: My mail ran about 50-to-1 against "forting
music lesson on kids." Now hear this:
DEAR ABBY: I read with special interest the letters on
forcing children to study mus., I was part of that scene for
many years.
I taught _piano for over 50 years. When 1 first started I
charged 50 cents a lesson, and those days that was a lot of
money to most people.
Some of my beginners hated piano from the starlt and
wanted to quit, but their parents wouldn't hear of it, so
they'd come _for lessons week after week without having
looked at their music books. Whak a waste of time! Theirs
and mine.
A few of my students were o hopeless I threatened to
quit giving them lessons, then thPir parents would beg me to
keep them, andpf course I did partly because I needed the
82 a month and' partly because I reasoned that what little
they learned would be better than total ignorance.
There are some parents who L, se a musical education as a
form of discipline. They are conirieed that it builds a child's
character to do something he, hates!
FORMER PIANO TEACHER mow 821)
DEAR TEACHER: Most kids are forced to do two things
they "hate" every day: I) get up in the morning; 2) go to
sleep at night.
DEAR ABBY: Ten years ago our small gift shop was
robbed.
A few days ago a young man came into the shop,
introduced himself and asked to meet the owners. We iden-
-tified, ourselves as the owner, then he told us that he and
two other boys had committed the robbery. He.apologized
and made full restitution for the merchandise stolen, plus 8
percent interest for the 10 years'
The money will be used for s good cause.
OVERWHF.J.N1ED IN BALBOA, CALIF.
•
DEAH OVERWHELMED: Thaolto for a real d•3,
brightener.
Do you wish you had more tripods? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular,,
You're Never Too Young or Too old." Send $I with a tong,
self-addressed, stampede 128 cento "valor* to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive. Beverly Hills, Calif 90212.
HOOFMAN GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hoohnan
of Route 1, Hollow Rock,
Tenn., are the parents of a
baby girl, Ginger Rae,
weighing seven pounds two
ounces, measuring 20 inches,
born on Tuesday, June 26, at
7:59 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have one son, Mark, 9,
and one daughter, Carla, 4.
The father is self employed as
a farmer.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Riley Dunn of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Hoofman and Mrs. Helen
Carter of Paris, Tenn. A great
grandmother is Mrs. Pearley
Hoof man of Paris, Tenn.
The averagebulgarian man
spends five hours a week
helping out around the house.
11879 Almanac Still
In Possession Here
Lassiter Hill, Della Hill Taylor, and Lula Hill Parker haVe
in their possession the Almanac of the year 1879, belonging to
their mother, the late Nora Lassiter Hill.
This was the year their mother was born and the Almanac
was presented by B. H. Brandon & Son, Murray's Landing,
Kentucky, dealer in dry goods, hats, caps, boots, and shoes;
hardware glass and queensware; choice ;taple and fancy
groceries; a fine stdck of ready made clothing; and listed
country produce as taken in exchange for goods.
Mr. Hill, Mrs. Taylor, and Mrs. Parker also have a deed
dated 23 day of February 1883, 213 acres east part of
Calloway Coady, 2 miles from Pine Bluff that Jessie Britten
Lassiter left to his heirs-Ira toleman Lassiter, Selma Price
Lassiter, and Nora Edna Lassiter-which was homesteaded.
In the deed Mr. Lassiter requested his three children to
name their first born after him. Ira named his first child,
Jessie Carrol Lassiter; Selma named her first child, Luther
Britten McCuiston; Nora named her first child, Lassiter Hill.
These items are still readable with the almanac being 100
years old and the deed 96 years old, the family members said.




Will be closed July 2, 3 & 4 for vacation.












• COORDINATES • SHIRTS
• SUMMER PANTS • BIG TOPS




• 2 PC. TERRY SHORTS SETS
• 1.& 2 PC. SWIMSUITS • TERRY
• ROMPERS • SHORT OVERALLS
REG TO 24
9•113, . Nationally Advertised
SUMMER SKIRTS & PANTS
• Misses-8r Halfsize§-• LONGS
• SUMMER DRESSES - Junior,
REG, TO 33
•
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER MURRAY KY
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NEW YORK 1AP — A weekly
newspaper that unabashedly advocates
the business viewpoint and a prime-
time television news and interview
show are expected to be launched soon
by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce.
The moves are part of an aggressive
attitude taken in the past few years by
the Chamber, which feels that in other
years the business view hasn't been
expressed forcefully or designed to
reach a broad audience.
Plans are underway at the $2.5
Million of studios at the Chamber's
Washington._ headquarte rswhert •
among other things, business people
may learn how to testify before .





We, the mernbers of the Brooks
Chapel UMYFi wish to take this op-
portunity to personally express our
thanks & appreciation to the many
people & businesses who sponsored us
in our recent Rock-A-Thon. Thanks to
them, it was a great success. We
brought in approximately $800. Part of
that will be used for a trip-to St. Louis.
While the other part will be_aed for
various things, such as sendinLmoney
to our little orphan boy overseas and for









Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone nurtjher must be
included for verification. The phone
number ;yin not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &




Two society leaders jri a cannibal
tribe were discussing martial
problems. "I don't know- what to make
of my husband these days," one said.
"Don't let that bother you." The other




Turn ye again now every one
from his evil way...and dwell in
the land that the Lord hath
given unto you....Jeremiah
25:5.
Selfishness is sin that brirtgs
its own miseries. Prophets still





There is some melancholy wisdom
for all scholars in these words from the
Book of Ecclesiastes:
For in which wisdom is much
vexation, and he whj increases
knowledge increases brrow.
Some years ago a stu nt at Murray
State concluded an mination with
this passage. It is not known what ef-
fect;- if any, this had on the teacher
reading the paper.
Miirray Ledger & Times
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Some people felt the Chamber was
too strongly identified with big
business, which many independent
business people will tell you is as much
an enemy as big government or big
unions .
Since 1975r when Richard Lesher
became chief operating officer, the
image has changed. MerMiarShip„.._
52,000 in 1975, is now more than 80,000. A
recent Chamber article proclaimed
"Small Business Keeps America
Working."
The Chamber has also become
decidely outspoken and controversial
on political and social issues. It lob-
bying efforts have become forceful and,
more important, says Lesher, more
credible.
Lesher, a former professor and
assistant administrator of the National
Aeronautics and Space Agency, im-
mediately gave the Chamber the im-
pact that in years gone by it sometimes
sought, but sometimes also feared.
He and his aides formed The National
Chamber Litigation Center, a. public
interest law group that entered more
than 30 court cases
business in its first
existence.
At nearly the same time, they began
The National Chamber Alliance for
Politics, a political action committee
that claims to have "scored victories"
in 60 percent of the 1978 races for House
and Senate seats.
-Simultaneously, - the - National
Chamber Foundation has been
researching key issues, such as health
care costs. . While nonpolitical,
restricted by charter, the foundation
can feed its findings to Chamber ac-
tivists.
The new communications effort is
being headed by Carl Grant.
Grant's ambitious plans call for
publication beginning next month of the
weekly newspaper "Washington
Report," which he predicts will have a
circulation of 1.5 million within five
years.
By September, he and his staff expect
to have signed up scores of independent
television stations for a midday Sunday,
show "It's Your Business," designed on
the lines of network news interview
shows.
The Chamber already has TV and
radio shows, including "What's The
Issue," currently on 400 radio stations.
It publishes a magazine, "Nation's
Business," circulation 1.2 million. And
Lesher's weekly column, "Voice of
Business," goes to 700 outlets.
But, says Grant, 39, the effort will
expand. The Chamber, he said, wants
to be known as the business advocate.
"We intend to be the foremost com-













When A Fellow's Got To Go,
There's-No TinieFor Autographs
•
We'll miss John Wayne. To me, he
was a man's man and one of my
favorite movie stars as far back as I
can remember. I guess I've seen just
about every picture he made. My
favorite, though — and I've seen it at
least half .a dozen times — was "Red
River.”-
I saw John Wayne in person only one
time, and I can assure you he was one
BIG man. Even then, I got only a quick
lbok at him. He was in a rush to get to a
men's room — certainly no time to get
in his way.
+++
This brief encounter took place in the




18224916 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Copyright. WM
In a more constructive effort, the city council ordained that
concrete sidewalks had to be constructed on both sides of the street
'from the railroad tracks west to Dr. Graves' residence at 12th Street
as a model for the health and safety of this booming town. Con-sternation hit the coffee pot for the residents, although adjudgedthe creamN4 the crop in the village, when they cried out with pro-
testationsAat such a- financial calamity should have to be enduredfor setting an example for the rest of the, town. Nothing but
praise arose from the cool announcement that Oscar Holland Sr.
would man the huge green water barrel to sprinkle down the summer
dust around the square and Main Street, The announcement paci-
fied about two pints the indignation of the Main streeters' protest
against the building of sidewalks.
Regardless of the hazard of public office as a member of thecity council, 11 contenders ran in a hot race for the office in thewake of public outcry eminating out of the cow ordinance. Winnerswere E. A. Hughes, mayor; J. D. Rowlett, Toni Harris, Robert Clay-
ton, D. VV. Dick, E. S. Diuguid, J. Edd Owen, councilmen.
J. A. J. Adams, Coldwater molasses king, contributed a hungrylion's share in sweetening the appetites in the fall when he set up
operations for 10 sorghum mills, producing over 10,000 gallons of
molasses to sugar up the palates and temperaments of a sour
countryside. Agricultural progress was manifested by the holdingof farm institutes over the county during the year with ag Jepre-
sentatives from the State Agriculture Department providing the
information to farm the new-fangled way. The county board ofhealth officer warned offenders of the stock law that they would be
prosecuted unlest- they stopped raising hogs within the city limits.
For once -in a century, the hogoisers in town and the country folksentered a compact of mutual grievances.
Other cultural indications of prfigiess were marked with an-
nouncements of meetings for organizing of the Eastern Star and-
Murray Woman's Club. The latter club let it be knOwii no
uncertain terms that the growth of dog fennel on the streets not
only stained the lengthy white dresses of ladies but were a soprceof disease, •birthplace and haven for flies, mosquitoes and 'infec-
tious areas for malarial disease. Jt is granted the first complaint was
a just indictment for the. lowly dog fennel, but how a fly or los.v1
mosquito could endure the gosh-awful odor of dog fennel remains
a mystery until this late day.
To Be Continued
lobby of the Ambassador Hotel in Jos
Angeles. Our company was holding a
convention there, and just by chance we
happened to be there on one of the
Thursday nights when the show
changed in the Coconut Grove, the
hotel's famous supper club.
The show changed every other
Thursday night, and at the time — and
it may still be — it was customary for
the big names in the movie, television
and entertanunent business to come out
on opening night to get the new show off
to a good start.
On this particular night, Frank
Sinatra, Jr., was opening in the Coconut
Grove, and, as you would imagine, just
about everybody who was anybody in
show business was there.
The big flood lights were rolled out
and their beams played across the sky
as lirnosine afVT limosine rolled up and
this or that star got out and entered the
hotel along an avenue of applauding
autograph seekers, fans and just plain
rubber-neckers like my friends and me.
+++ •
After they all had gone into the
Coconut Grove for dinner and young
Frankie's show, it was a rather long
wait in the lobby for them to come out.
This happened about 11 p.m., and here
therCarne — Andy Williams and
Claudine, Jack Benny and Mary
Livingston. Charlton Heston and his
wife, Rock Hudson, Spike Jones and
Helen Grayco, Maury Ansterdam,
Edward G. Robinson and his wife,
Buddy Ebsen, Eva Marie Saint, Natalie
Wood, Danny Thomas and Clint Walker
— to name a few I can recall.
Then out swept young Frank with
Papa Frank amid an entourage of
hangers-on the likes of which you'll
never see. Talk about a bunch of
weirdos, that was a bunch of weirdos!
They were swarming around Papa
Frank like a bunch of gnats as he and
young Frank made their way across the
lobby to the Embassy Room in which he
had planned a Sig reception for young
Frank.
The Embassy Room of the
Ambassador is the room toIvhich leads
the Kitchen passageway in which
Robert Kennedy was shot to death.
That night, though, Papa Frank had it
reserved for the big reception, and it
looked like everybody in Hollywood was
invited and was there to see and be
seen.
+
The autograph seekers were a show
•
we
those accordian-type file packets full of
pictures of the stars. When they'd
recognize one, they'd pull out the ap-
propriate picture, rush up to the star
with pen poised, and ask for an
autograph.
That night, some of the stars seemed
annoyed Wit all and signed pictures _
grudgingly. Others, like Natalie Wood
and Clint Walker, signed them
graciously. She's one of the prettiest
women I've ever seen, and I stood bug-
eyed at her elbow for a good 10 minutes
while she signed autograph after
autograph.
She'd ask the person's name and then
personalize the autograph by including
the name in what she wrote.
Walker — you'll remember him as
the big guy in the "Cheyenne' series —
was another friendly and ac-
commodating person. He's one of the
biggest men I've ever seen. I stand
about waist high to him, and his
shoulders are about as wide as the.
length of a tqbacco stick.
+++
It was against this background that I
got my one and only glance at big John
Wayne.
The reception was in full swing in the
Embassy Room arid Buddy Ebsen,
Danny Thomas and Eva Marie Saint
were engaged in a conversation near
the entrance. I had discreetly
manuvered myself as close as possible
to them when suddenly the Embassy
doors exploded open and out came John
Wayne, staggering slightly and clut-
ching his dinner jacket tightly across
his abdomen.
With that brisk, short-step, which was
so characteristic of his walk, it was
easy to see that he was in a hurry — a
big hurry.
The autograph seekers immediately
spotted him and swarmed around him,
pens at the ready and clutching his
picture. He never broke his gait.
Waving them aside with one big paw
and sill clutcping his jacket with the
other, he shook his head as he said
laughingly, "Not now, folks! Not now!
I've got to go!" Without so much as
slowing up, he headed across the lobby
for the men's room downstairs.
There's a time and place for
everything, and John Wayne had no
time at that moment for autograph
seekers, fans or rubber-neckers. He
really must-have had to go, too — one
way or the other. I never did see him
come back.
Jimmy's White House By FRANK CORMIERAssociated Press Writer
Security Suffocating
TOKYO (AP) — Japanese fear of
terrorist incidents is so all-pervading
here, with heads of seven governments
gathering at the economic summit
meeting, that security is nearly suf-
focating.
One Secret Service agent who came
here in advance of President Carter's
arrival found the security more than he
could handle.
At the end of a long, often-frustrating
day, the agent cut loose at his hotel,
grabbing a fire extinguisher and
spraying those within range. The errant
bodyguard was shipped home almost
immediately.
Just last week, the 10-year-old
daughter of an American who lives here
crossed the street from her home to buy
bread for her mother.
A Japanese policeman intercepted
her and gave polite but firrn orders that
she not venture onto the streets alone
again until Carter and company have
left town.
Parents of American children at-
tending school here were sent letters
instructing them to never let their
youngsters out of the house without an
adult escort during the Carter visit.
The authorities are worried abaft
4
terrorist kidnappings aimed at
disrupting the summit.
The American delegation is staying
at the ultra-fashionable Okura Hotel,
across the street from the US.
Embassy compound where the Carters
are staying.
The hotel has two buildings and White
House planners wanted to lodge Car-
ter's traveling press corps in the same
building that houses a sprawling press
center.
No way, said Japanese security of-
ficials. Members of the American
delegation are in that building and
cannot be exposed to the risks posed by
sharing elevators and hallways with
members of the press.
This posed a special problem for
White House press secretary Jody
Powell; who usually meets privately in
his suite with American reporters
during international meetings.
Powell quickly discovered that the
scores of Japanese plainclothesmen
who are omnipresent at the hotel would
not permit reporters to visit the U.S.
spokesman's suite.
Packing his bags, Powell moved to
the building assigned to the press
contingent.
,Looking Back 
10 1 ears Ago
Resolutions were handed to the
Calloway Fiscal Court by the Calloway
County and Murray City Boards al
Education requesting the court to levy
a three per cent tax on utilities at the
meeting yesterday. Action was delayed
by the court until a special meeting
called for July 8.
Willard Ails, pharmacist at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, was
teacher at an Institutional Practice
Course held at the local hospital with
eight area pharmacists attending in-
cluding Byron M. Forbus and Charles
W. Adams °Nur ray.
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Staples of
Kirksey Route 2 will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary on July 5. A
reception is planned at their home on
July 6.
Miss Lynn Marie Young, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stephen Young,
Jr., of Paducah, was married to Gary S.
Grogan, son of Mr. and Mrs. B. R
Grogan of Frankfort, on June
Births reported include a girl, Angela
Gay, to Mr. and Mrs. Jackie D. Hoke,
and a boy, Mark Allen, to Mr. and Mrs.
Cary Miller, both on June 23.
20 Y ears Ago
Neale Allison Sykes, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Cleo Sykes, is taking training at
the Navy Recruit Training Center,
Great Lakes, III. He volunteered for the
service and,entered June 9.
Bill Solothon, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Solomon of Murray, was
presented his God and Country Award
in Scouting at the First Baptist Church.
He is a member of Boy Scout Troop 45
meeting at the First Methodist Church.
Deaths reported include Lon Tidwell,
83.
Sandra G. Martin, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. P. Glasgow of Murray, is
one of 141 students at Georgia Teachers
College, Statesboro, Ga., named to the
Dean's list for the spring semester.
Doyle A. Karraker Ii serving-as
minister of the Green Plain Church of
Christ. -
30 Years Ago
One of the fMern buildings in the
country for 'undergraduate work" is
the new science building.. at Murray
State College which is nearing com-
pletion, according to Dr. W. E. Black--
burn, head of the physical science
department of MSC. The building,
costing approximately $600,000 will
have a ground floor, three stories, and a
penthouse.
Deaths- reported include Fred
Robinson.
Dr. Allen Stockdale, stall speaker of
National Association of
Manufacturers, will speak on
"Throwing - Americanism Straight
Across the Plate"' at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club. While here he will
be the guest of H. J. Fenton of the
Murray Hosiery Mills.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
andMrs. Aubrey Farris on June 24, and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Sampson
Schroader on June 27. ,
Mary Lassiter, Laurine Tarry, Hilda
Street, and W. B. Moser of the Murray
City School Faculty attended a special




By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, June 28;the 179th
day of 1979. There are 186 days left in
the year. -
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1914, the heir to the
throne of Austria-Hungary, Archduke
Francis Ferdinand, was assassinated
at Sarajevo, Bosnia. It was the spark
that set off World War I.
On this date:
In 1838, Britain's Queen Victoria was
crowned.
In 1919, the Versailles Treaty was
signed in France after World War I.
In 1941, guerrilla warfare against the
Nazis began in Yugoslavia during
World War II.
In 1950, in the Korean war, North
Korean soldiers Captured the South
Korean capital of Seoul.
In 1974, President Richard Nixon sent
to Congress a proposed constitutional
amendment that would lower the voting
age to 18.
In 1977, government control over
Richard Nixon's presidential papers
and tape recordings was upheld by the
Supreme Court.
Ten years ago: An Eastern Airlines
jetliner carrying 101 persons on a flight
from Baltimore to Tampa was hijacked
to Cuba.
Five years ago: President Richard
Nixon and Communist leader Leonid
Hrezhnev, meeting in Moscow, agreed
on joint U.S.-Soviet ventures in housing,
energy and medicine.
One year ago: The U.S. Supreme
Court affirmed that college admission
programs which give special ad-
vantage to minorities are constitutional
but also ruled that Allan Bakke must be
admitted to a Qniversity of California
medical school becauselhe admissions
program was not flexible enough.
Today's birthdays: Composer
Richard Rodgers is 77. British writer
Eric Ambler is 70.,
Thought for today: What's in a
name' That which we call a rose by any
other name would smell as sweet —
William Shakespeare, 1564-1616
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Take the Family and Go Saving at
*MODELPC-12
lake the Family and Go Saving at




for ease of washing
Sizes S-M-L in many
colors
9 a.m.-10:00 p.m. Friday Only
1111*IPS111
Sidewalk Sale All Day Friday in-Front
Of Our Store. Many Items Reduced.






























600 Cans To Sell
quick cold weather starts plus Fir +engine, protec-
in Shell Fire & Ice I all-season motor oil.
ft,avy-duty. high-detergent "SE" quality. IOW-40
-1-..\•nsity grade oil meets manufacturqrs: warranty
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Take the Family and Go Saving at Take the Family and do Saving at
D • • R : ISTE
MEN'S TANK TOPS
Cool comfort that only tank tops can provide for hot
summer days and nights Select from coordinating




































tanning lotion, or Oil for
the natural tan of the
islands_ 8 IL az_
Base metal of lids is tin coated steel
for corrosion protection A white protec-
tive coating on the lids provides added
corrosion protection and scratch resis-
tance Each lid is dated by Quarter and
year of manufacture Gasket is designed
to seal under all canning conditions











prices and receive a roll
of Kodak replacement
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WITH NEW . . .
Easy to install furnace
fitters in several sizes
16x20x1i": 20x20x1"
2 0 x2 5 x 1 ' or
16X25x1" Change














Cool sporty, girls sun-
dresses in a wide range of
styles and prints Hurry,








Cold Power XE.aunWy Deter-
gent gives - 01Z'fb cleaning
Power than ever in cold water





Soft white Sylvania Bulbs in
60,75. or 100 watts
Average life up to 1.000










MEN'S, BOY'S, JR. BOY
PRINTED T-SHIRTS
Jr. Boys Boy's Men's
2 u.00 200 20
EA.
Boys;---tiAerVL -or Jr. Boy's printed T-Shirts with
novelty fronts. Jr. Boy sizes 4 to 7. Boy sizes 8 to 8
and Men sizes S-M-L-XL
Take the Family and Go Saving at
Softens hands




22 fluid ounce Palmolive
Dish Liquid softens hands













Germs . . .
12 ounce met wt Lysol
Spray kills household
germs and eliminates






Polaroid s SX 70 color frfrn has
10 negatives per box
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C126-12 KODAK® C OR FILM
LIMIT 2 EACH




to ma her look
great. izes 7 to 14
Limft 2 Pkg.
Kodak instant print pIR IC
color film hat -19 negatives
' per roll
A wide selection of bras tfl
white and pastels 
Many00
styles to enhance your
figure Sizes 32-A to 36-A, 
$1
32-8 to 38-8 and 34-C to
42-C EACH
Hurry, Supply-Limited.
tour little girls will look







canvas uppers and rubber
soles in navy blue Sizes
Boys 2,6 Youths 10, •
2 and Men s 7-12
REG. 4.97 PAIR
Girls Jog Shorts
SIZE 4 to 6x
PAIR
SIZE 7 10 14
PAIR
A wide selection of girls jog shorts in lovely solids
with contrasting stripes •
Take the Family and Go Saving at








Oiapets in handv plastic
Lag Quality diapers at a
bargain price Compare and
save
Limit 2







Reg. to $9. Save $5.00
Choose from a 4antastic selec-
tion of fishing rods at a special















22-INCH CUT MOWER 138:97
Walking mower with full 22 cutting
edge Has horizontal pull starter
quick heashi poWerful 35
H p engine, safety features
$7700
Prices Good Friday Only
DOOR BUSTER
Redwood Lounger
"Multi-position lounger aleasores 25"W
x"72' L. Durable and dishgctive styling











Keep your garbage cans secure with a
sturdy cart Holds two 32 gallon con-
tainers. Measures 53'41C24ix231, " Cso










































Set Includes 4 rackets, shut-






can is leak proof
and madeof steel j
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Has automatic clamp action
































Fus 6-ft table seats eight comfort
ably Two matching benches we
not attached so you can use table
buffet style All three Pieces are
constructed of setect hazdwood
then stained with popular redwood
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Men's Gym Shorts
Poly/cotton twill gym Reg. $2.97
shorts for men with
elastic waist. Many ,
colors with constrasting
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Kirksey United Methodists Will
Hear Rev. Farless At Services
Speaker for the reyival
services at the Kirksey United
Methodist Church startipg
Sunday, July 1, and continuing
through Friday, July 6, will be
the Rev. Robert Farless,
associate minister of the First
United Methodist Church,
Murray.
Rev. Farless received his B.
S. degree from Murray State
University, his Master of
Divinityfrom Garrett-
Evangelical Theological
Seminary, and is presently
working toward his Doctor of
Ministry at the Lexington
Theological Seminary. He is






"We Shall Be Like Him!"
will be the theme of his
messages throughout the
week. Subjects will be -X
Marks the Spot" on Sunday;
•' Rich Man, Poor Man" on
Monday; •'Beggarman,







Services will be at 8 p.m.
each evening and special
singing will be held, according
to the church pastor, the Rey.
Bob Dotson, who invites the
public to attend.,
Byrd To Tell Soviets
Senate Okay Expected
•
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
Senate Democratic leader
Robert C. Byrd is flying to
Moscow to tell the Russians
they will have to expect the
Senate to put its stamp on the
SALT II treaty.
And Republican leader
Howard H. Baker says. he will
actively oppose the strategic
arms agreement unless the
White. House and the Soviet
Union signal a willingness to
consider .
amendments."
Before leaving for Moscow
today, Byrd pleaded with
senators not to rush to
, judgment on SALT II and to
avoid taking hardened
positions at least" until the
conclusion of hearings now set
to begin July 9.
Many supporters , of the
treaty expressed regret at
Baker's conclusion that the
pact is fatally flawed in its
present form becau:se it un-
fairly provides the Soviet
Union with "a substantial
strategic superiority."
But supporters as ell as
opponents joined in denoun-
cing demands, by Soviet
Foreig_n Minister Andrei
Gromyko that the Senate
make no changes in the treats
whatsoever.
In a news conference
Wednesday, Baker said he is
not willing to work to improve
and ratify the treaty "under
Soviet threats of 'grave
consequences' if the Senate
and the American people don't
knuckle under."
Byrd said that while in
Moscow he will attempt to
KENNETH JONES of
Gadsden, Ala., will be the
speaker at the gospel meeting
at the Williams Chapel Church
of Christ, located at Lynn
Grove, starting Sunday, July
1, and continuing through
Friday, July 6. Services will
be at 11 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. on
Sunday and at 7:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
Coleman Reeder and Billy
Dan Orr will be the song
leaders. The public is invited
to attend, a church spokesman
said.
impress on the Soviets the
constitutional role of the
Senate in the consideration of
treaties.
And one SALT supporter,
who asked not to be identified,
said Gromyko's remarks have
been widely resented and are
proving counterproductive.
"Gromyko shouldn't be
talking about what the Senate
should do on treaties," he
said. "He obviously hasn't
passed fifth grade civics and
until he does I think he should
keep his mouth shut."
Sen. John Culver, D-Iowa,
took exception to Baker's
assertion that SALT II allows
the Soviet Union 308 heavy SS-
18 missiles while the United
States has none.
Baker said he would be
willing to make "generous"
concessions if the Soviets
would agree to eliminate or
limit its SS-18 force.
Culver said Baker is wrong
in contending that elimination
of the Soviet SS-18 missiles
would in itself eliminate the
vulnerability of the U.S.
Minuteman missile force to
Soviet attack.
He said the Soviet Union
would retain several hundred
smaller ICBM's with im-
proved accuracy which also
can threaten U.S. ICBM's.
One Senate defense analyst
and SALT II supporter, who
also asked not to be identified
by name, contended Baker is
inaccurate on a number of key
facts.
He noted that Baker sup-
ported the agreement made
by President Richard M.
Nixon at Vladivostok which




,Elder Arlie Lorimer will
preach at the Long Oak
Primitive Baptist Church on
Sunday, July 1, at 2 p.m.
The church" is located 12
fill-lei east of Murray, ac
cording to a church




.A Benefit Auction to raise
funds for food, medicine, and
utilities for the needy will be
held Saturday, June 30, at 1
p.m. at the Bible Facts Free
Store, located on Cherry
Corner-Pottertown Road next
to Hicks Cemetery.
Any persons having any
items to donate Will receive a
tax deductible receipt, a store
spokesman said. For in-
formation persons may call
759-4600.
Color Passports and
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Tobacco I Dairy Products
Pride of Ill. W.K. or C.S.
VINEGAR - gal.$'119 CORN .
Hellman's
. , Eagle Brand 14 oz
MAYONNAISE L-,...r  32 oz $159 CONDENSED MILK.
....
Heinz
  44 oz
Limit 3
Swill* Sun flour
119 'OIL  f 6 oz 49
Heinz Hamburger odc
DILL SLICES  16oz. SUGAR 
G haux Powdered
, r Lb. Sox 49c_





MILK Green Top 
Hyde Park Homogenized
MILK   ' go, 99'Hyde
eTPEkRMILK  , go, 99'





































Owens Famous Pit Baked
HAM










Order Your Pit Baked Barbecue For The 4th
CLOSED JULY 4TH




SAUSAGE 5 oz 39'
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Drivers Return In Some Areas, Stay Out In Others
Mondale Asks Striking Truckers To GO Back To Work
By CHARLOTTE PORTER
Associated Press Writer
s Vice President Walter
NI,,ndale asked independent
:tuckers to "get the country
moving again." striking
drivers vowed to stop
Alabama fuel deliveries and
-North Carolina's governor
'alerted the National Guard to
protect fuel terminals from
further blockades.
Truckers in Iowa and
Tennessee began returning to
work Wednesday as Maine
drivers camped out at a
National Guard Armory in
Augusta to await Gov. Joseph
Brennan's return from a
meeting in Canada.
There were renewed in-
cidents of violence, with
firebombs and sniper




supermarkets in the Midwest
and East, but grocers
predicted higher prices and
shortages within days. Some
meat and poultry wholesalers
in New York closed early due
to reduced supplies.
Independent drivers have
been on strike for three weeks
State Government Investigation
In Recess-Until After Holiday
By MARIA BRADEN furmer state Democratic One, a
 middle-aged than,
Associated Press Writer Chairmau Howard "Spnrir —.carr
ied a large red vinyl
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP ) — Hunt. 
suitcase into the grand jury
A special federal grand jury A federal investigation of room a
nd spent nearly two
inwe_stigating alleged the firm's dealings in h
ours with the jury.
wrbugdoing in state gover- Mississippi turned up two The fin
al witness of the day,
nment circles has recessed checks to Hunt for $5,000 and a gray-h
aired man with a
until after the July 4 holiday 52,500 slight liritp, spen
t only a few
after hearing two days of Conn said he told the jury he minutes
 in the jury room.
testimony, was not aware when he ap- Joe Lawless,
 the federal
The special panel initially proved the ImMraet . of any prosecutor _ ass
isting in the
focused on a_115.9_R Human influence by Hunt. In an in- probe, said 
the grand -jury
Resources, Department terview after nearly an hour's welkild r
ecess until after the
contract with Learning closed-door testimony, Conn July 4 holida
y. 
_ _
Ikyeloprnent Corp. of Nash- said Hunt had never ap- Th
e special panel reportedly
vile, Tenn, proached him in,•eonnection also will in
vestigate state
The first witness Wed- with the contract. leases of office
 space;
nesday, state Human Conn said he first learned of exemptions all
owed by the
Resources Secretary Peter Hunt's alleged role in news state tran
sportation and
Conn, said he has no reason to acceunts last August. The revenue depa
rtments on
believe that any employee of Courier-Journal reported at Kentucky's mo
tor vehicle
his department committed that time in a copyright story usage
 tax for out-of-state
--sity-wrongdoing-ineenneetion----thatIormer __social_ services  trucking_ayerato
rs; strip mine
with the contract. commissioner Jack Lewis permits and 
purchase of state-
Conn said he thought he was ordered the contract awarded vehicles.
the last of several human after meeting with_ the torn- The grand ju
ry must decide
resources officials sub- pany president. Lewis said the if probable 
cause exists to
poenaed by the panel. He said meeting was arranged at believe a crim
e has been
he originally was subpoenaed Hunt's request,. commit
ted by particular
Tuesday with other DHR The contract was for the individua
ls. If the jury feels
officials, but asked for the period from Sept. 1, 1977, to ther
e is probable cause it will
delay because he was June 30,1978: issue an 
indictment or in-
returning from a Florida Two other witnesses dict
ments.
vacation, testified in secret before the Unlike
 a regular grand jury
The jtm- reportedly is jury, but both declined to which lapses a
fter 18 month-s.
probing alleged links betwen identify themselves or to the spec
ial panel could meet
the $159,000 contract and comment on their testimony. for up to thre
e years.
BIGGER, BETTER VALUES:
Sale Ends July 4th




































For Sunning & Funning
- Girl's
Tops & Shorts





1/2 Price vatues to 1 00










P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
tes LI 00
in protest of high diesel fuel
prices, the 55 mph speed limit
and weight limits that vary
from state to state.
Mondale, warning that the
strike would soon disrupt the
nation's economy, promised
safe passage for drivers w
ho
wanted to return to work.
"The action by some
truckers is putting jobs in
jeopardy and threatening food
shortages and the economy in
general at a moment when we
can least afford it," he said.
Presidential assistant Jack
Watson said the federal
government was working with
state officials to arrange "safe
corridors of movement or
major arteries." However, ht
said, the use of federal troop:
would be "an absolutely lasi
'resort." 
"
, While a lack of trucks 
has
- Hog Market_—Federal-State Market News Service
June 28,1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 338 Est 500 Barrows 4,
Gilts 50 higher Sows under 400 steady to
1.00 higher over 450 I 50 higher to 2.00
- 1-2200-230 lte 142.00-42.54
US 2200-240 Its 341.75-42.25
US 2-3240-200 its . 040.7541.75
US 2-4 360-20011e
Sows
US 1-2 270450 lbs 231 00-32.00
US 1-3 300-450 Ile 130 00-31 00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs 231 00-33 00
US 1-3500-430 Its . $3300.34 50
US 2-3 300-500 Its 229 00-30 00
Boars 25.00-26 00
forced some farmers to plow
rotting crops back into the
. ground, targets in the often-
violent shutdown primarily
have been fuel terminals.
North Carolina Gov. Jim Hunt
put the National Guard on
alert Wednesday to protect
terminals.
"Much of the truckers'
peaceful leadership has been
repudiated and threats of
violence to life and property
have increased at petroleum
terminals in Greensboro and
Charlotte," he said. "They are
thrsLdening the safety and
w We of the people of North
Carolina, which-it is my sworn
duty to protect,"
Bob Perry, one of seven
drivers arrested earlier in the
day for allegedly blocking a
truck leaving the Charlotte
terminal, called Hunt's action
"totally irresponsible."
Asked if he thought the
presence of guardsmen could
lead to violence, he said,
"That's -what I'm afraid of.
Anytime you get this large a
group doing something like
this to try to keep from
starving, it's more or less like
pouring gasoline on the fire."
The Independent Truckers
Association of Alabama voted
Wednesday to - resume
picketing at gasoline and
diesel fuel terminals.
•
"We're intending to stop all
diesel and gasoline deliveries
in Alabama except for
emergency use," said ITAA
President David Hammonds.
Word of the pledge touched off
panic gasoline buying in
Huntsville, where lines had
dwindled since the weekend.
In other developments
Wednesday:
—Many moving and storage
firms have told customers to
expect major delays for long
hauls because of the shortage
of trucks and fuel, spokesmen
reported. Others are storing
Livestock Market
WULSVILLE, Ky. J AP ) — USDA —
'estimated receipts cattle and calves 430,
feeders 20 percent, represented slaughter
classes steady. limited feeders steady.
Slaughter hetfers choice 2-3 930-975 lb
67 5047.76; slaughter cows commercial 3-5
53 0041675; utility 1-3 53 0340 50; few high
dresalng and high borung percent utility
5000-.31; cutter 1-2 5100-58.00, canner
and cutter under SOO "lb 4590-52 00,
slaughter bulls yield grade 1 1260-1365 lb
incbcating SO carcass bonuut percent 74 50-
7500. yield grade 1-2 1050-1300 lb in-
dicating 77-79 percent 68 00-7175. year—
grade 2-3 125-1425 lb indicating 74-77
percent 62.004900: slaughter calves and
vealers chosce 233-310 lb seaters 6700.
8400, calves untested feeder steers tea
choice 310-510 lbr_00-96 00, good 315-630 lb
72 0043 00 heifers few good 420-565 lb
67 50-74 00.
Hogs 500. barrows and gilts steady to
weak, US 1-2 195-240 lb 43 80-44 05, No 2
230230 lb 43.25.4275, 34 10450 lb 4100-
43 03 , No. 3 310300 lb 39 CO-40 00 , SOW!
steady. US 14100460 lb 34 00,35 AO . No 3
350-450 lb 32 0043.00. Wars over 300
20.00-3075
Sheep 25: untested
goods in warehouses and
refusing to take new orders
until mid-July.
—Shots were fired at a
convoy of cattle trucks
moving through Missouri,
killing one cow. The incident
boosted to 32 the number of
such shootings reported there
since the strike began.
—Shipments picked up at
Getty Oil Co.'s refinery in
Delaware City, Del., as
Maryland.
—Two trucks in Gary, Ind.,
were firebombed, and the
driver of a truck carrying beer
on Staten Island in New York
escaped harm when a
firebomb was hurled into his
cab from a passing van,
—Texas Gov. Bill Clements
said he was outraged at
reports of sniping on truckers
and promised to call out the
National Guard if necessary to
truckers withdrew piciteL. 4rotect drivers.
lines. Meanwhile, two trucks — U .S. Agriculture
were fired on in Delaware and _Secretary Bob Bergland said
three parked trucks were hit his department would supply
by gunfire in neighboring _information on the location
and designation of farm goods
to state highway officials. The
information will be broadcast
over citizens' band radios to
truckers still trying to
operate.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest 
at
noon, Era, today, furruahed to the
Ledger & Tunes by First of 
Michigan.
Corp , of Murray, are as foUows
Industrial Average • 3 55
Au Products 304 -
American Motors i's
American Thlephooe  57% -4
Ashland 404 +4
Bonanza  34B 34A
Chrysler. 9% -4
Ford Motor   43% -4
GAY  11 -s- k.
General Care  7% -
General Dynamics 33 • 4
General Motors 604 • 1





K Mart . 26% -%
Pennwalt 22% one
Quaker Oats 23.4  one
Tappan 11% unc
Texaco 274 -•




The Grand Lakes Chamber
of Commerce will sponsor the
largest display of fireworks in
western Kentucky at 9 p.m.
Saturday, June 30.
The atiectietilat ditplay,can
be viewed from the Grand





64-oz. bottle... the biggest
Pepsi of them all!
The Boss saves you trips to the store.
-T-ie-Boss lets youlxing home two
quarts-of Pepsi in one easy-to-grip
bottle
•
"The Boss" saves you stor ge space. -
Bringing home: The Boss" means
, you'll use up less room in your
refrigerator or pantry This handy giant
takes up less space than five cans or
two quart bottles
The Boss saves that Pepsi-Cola
sparkle.
The reseaiable cap on "The Boss"
keeps the more than 12 five-ounce
servs-igS sparkling fresh for as long
as you need them
"The Boss- ... Pepsi-Cola's64-oz. bottle.
Olympic Plaza Open 9.30 to 800 Daily 1-5 Sunday
PTTLED BY PADUCAH 130TTLING CO.. PAD
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David Mathis Pat beat the throw to Union City catcher John Colley
during the American Legion baseball game last night, but Murray won
Snorts
dily 11-1. It went on to sweep the doubleheader.
By Tony Wilson
Borg Survives Bid Of Amritrai
By the Associated Press
WIMBLEDON, England —
American schoolgirl Tracy
Austin launched her bid to
become one of Wimbledon's
youngest title holders when
she met South African Brigitte
Cuypers today in the second
round of the prestigious tennis
championships.
Lottie Dod won Wimbledon
in 1887 at the age of 15.
Austin is 16, and is seeded
No. 4.
The Rolling Hills, Calif.,
high school student had to quit
last week's Eastbolirne
tournament with a groin in-
get more relaxed when I see a
match might be slipping away
from me."
Relaxed or not, Borg moved
into top gear to come back and
take the fourth set tiebreaker
7-2. The final set was much
smoother sailing.
"When I get relaxed I take a
few more chances," said the
23-year-old champion. "I tried
to bit winners on service
return and mostly I made
those shots. I feel lam a better
player when I am down a
break than when I am,level or
in front."
Borg, who says this is the
toughest draw he has ever had
at Wimbledon, has a day to
ease a slight leg strain before
he meets American Hank
Pfister in the third round
Friday. -
Second-seeded American
John McEnroe also had a
bumpy ride into the third
round. The aggressive 20-
year-old New Yorker dropped,-
the first set to Britain's Buster
Mottram, but went on to win 6-
7,6-2, 7-6, 6-2.
Only one seed fell in the
men's singles. Ameriican
John Sadri downed Spaniard
Jose Iiigueras 6-3, 5-7, 6-4, 7-5.
Sadri is ranked just 35th in the
United States, but the 12th-
seeded Higueras plays very
little on grass. He was the fifth
of the 16 men's seeds to be
toppled.
In the women's singles all
the-top seeds advanced, but 16-
..yaar-old American Pam
Shriver had to withdraw with
a shoulder injury that has
troubled her for two weeks.
Defending champion
jury but a first-round bye has , •
recover from that inj ur,y, and Tucker, Gibbs Outputgiven her a whole week to
she felt confident today.
Meanwhile, Bjorn-- Rorg,
bidding for a fourth straight
men's singles title, was given
a fright by Indian No. 1 Vijay
Amritraj before wirinirigl-6*-
4, 4-6, 7-6, 6-2 in the second
round Wednesday.
thought I woUld probably
lose," said Borg, who at one
stage trailed two sets to one
and 1-3.
"When we got to 3-1 in the
fourth it was vital for him,"
said Borg. But he got a little
nervous when he realized how
important it was.
"I thought that I had been
down like that before, and I
t,
Helps Murray's Sweep
Scott Tucker ripped five hits
in six at-bats, and Alan ibbs
socked a grand-slam home
run as Murray took 11-1 and 5-
4 decisions for a sweep of its
American Legion baseball
doubleheader- against Union
City last night at Ty Holland
Stadium.
Tucker was 3-for-3 in the
opening game, which was
called after. five innings
because 9,f the 10-run rule.
Southpaw hurler Steve
McGowan had an easy time,as
his teammates ripped Union
City pitching for 13 hits.
Tucker's three hits dove in
four runs, and he scored three
times himself.
cost 73, leading 7-1 after
four innings, capped the
outburst with a four-run fifth.
McGowan singled, David
Mathis walked and Bill Milton







1------- FREE Package of Buns i1_
with the purchase of each Lb. of Barbecue 
1 
1
Good Now Through July 3, 1979 1I
rj'graming




Pork, Mutton. Chicken and Ribs
AISO SERVING BURGOO, POTATO SALAD, BAKED BEANS, AND COLE SLAW!
Hickory Hut Pit Bar-B-Q
Ask About Our Catering Service
And Custom Barbecueing
You Bring It, We Cook It
HICKORY HUT PIT BAR-B-O
806 Chestnut 53 8370
1111111•111111111P1
hit. Bruce Taylor added
another single before Tucker
drove in two runs with a
towering double to right.
Union City's only run came
in the second inning on a walk,
a stole base, a ground out and a
passed ball.
Murray trailed 4-0 after four
innings of the second game,
but that was before Gibbs
came to bat in the next frame.
David Stripling was hit by a
pitch, Jeff Jackson walked
and Dean Jackson singled to
load the bases. After Milton
singled home one run, Gibbs
slammed a 3-2 pitch over the
fence to clear the bases.
Jackson, a righthander,
shut out Union City over the
final two frames to preserve
the triumph, Post 73's 14th in
21 games. It travels to Paris,,
Tenn., for a doubleheader
tonight before returning home
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Mike Vaughn, lb 
3 I 1 1
BillBrad Taylor, se 
1 . I
3 0 0 0
David Stripling. If 
3 0 2 0Scott Tu ck et-. 3b 
0 0 0
Jeff Jackson, p 
3
totals 
2 1 0 0
3 0 0 0
1 1 1 0
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Martina Navratilova was in
impressive form against 18-
year-old Briton Jo Dixie,
winning 6-4, 6-1, while Chris
Evert Lloyd breezed by fellow
American Andrea Whitmore,
6-1,6-2.
Mtrray Ledger & Times
Tennis Tots
Unlike Others, This Sport'
Has Its Share Of Youngsters
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
They once called her "The
Old Lady of Worple Road."
She has changed residences
to Church Street near the
Wimbledon Common in 1921 —
but she still is an old lady —
aristocratic, austere, stub-
born and changeless. She is
the undisputed dowager queen
of tennis tournaments.
She is Wimbledon.
Her official title is the All-
England Tennis Cham-
pionships, a pompous
nomenclature that even she
spurns:Wimbledon is enough.
She sets the tone and dictates
the seats of royalty for the
entire game.
Nobody's a world champion
until he or she wins Wim-
bledon.
-Although- a crusty dame of
102, she is presiding this week
and next over the most in-
teresting youth movement in
all of sports. In almost every
other spectator pastime,
recognized champions are
showing signs _ of brittleness
and rust.
Not tennis. Not at Wim-
bledon.
During • this dedicated
fortnight attention is focused
on a pair of kids who are not
yet over growing pains — John
Patrick McEnroe, Jr., of
Douglaston, N. Y., just turned
20, a fiery lefthander who is
perhaps the most skilled
player in the game, and Tracy
Ann Austin of Rolling Hills
Estates, Calif., sweet 16, an
intense, unshakeable tyke
with a mind of steel.
They represent the new
order. This may or may not be
their year at Wimbledon. But
what tennis expert dares say it
couldn't be? If not this year,
almost certainly the next.
They are the harbingers of
the .1980s. Watch them Jell. 
They might well dominatethe
men's and women's ranks for
the next decade.
Except in women's golf,
where 22-year-old Nancy
Lopez is threatening to take
charge, no other major sport
presents such a young and
fresh facade.
In boxing, Muhammad Ali is
fat and retired. The man with
the best credentials for suc-
ceeding him is Larry Holmes,
approaching. 30 and virtually
unknown. The only youth in
contention, Leon Spinks, 26,
was ignomoniously destroyed
in the first round last week-
end in South Africa. Olympian
John Tate, 24, is a raw rookie.
The two-time world baseball
champions, the New s York
Yankees, are aging and ailing.
Qf the front liners, only t
Willie Randolph. and
Delp, are under 30.
• Only tennis is offering a
"new look."
McEnroe and Austin burst
upon the Wimbledon scene;
simultaneously Ix& yeses ago:
McEnroe was just a junior
then, with no thought of get-
ting into the tournament
proper. He became a sen-
sation when he smashed into
the semifinals, youngest male
ever to do so.
Junior Tennis Event
Is Underway Today
Play in the Murray Junior
Tennis Championships began
this morning at the MSU
Tennis Complex, with two
Murray players being seeded.
Candy Jackson and Kathy
Outland were the first and
second seeds, respectively, in
the girls 16 division, while
Barry Elliot of Mayfield was
top-seeded in the boys 18, and
Ann Carell • k • /1 -
ranked No. 1 in the girls 18.
Over 60 players from
Kentucky, Tennessee and
Missouri will participate, said
a spokesman for the Murray
Tennis Association, which is
sponsoring the event.
The tournament is sanc-







Satisfaction Guaranteed in the use of these coatings
or your purchase price will be refunded.
Save $3a gat
  SWA Our
ME 4 4000 lasting
floss oil base




4" Nylon 3 A dip
Drush
*7709 each. reg. $6.98
• One Coat Coverage, when
applied according to directions.
• Withstartatt,Scrutsbing.
SALE 
4400, Our loopest lasting latex
house paint SALE
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4 whole lot mom
free Decorating Service. Easy chew caweaiesce with Master Charge or Vise.
Southside Shopping Center
South 12th Street, Murray, Ky, 753-3321
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Bill Milton did more than blow bubbles last night. He drove in two runs to help Murray
sweep a doubleheader from Union City at Ty Holland Stadium,
By Tony Wilson




Kennedy was getting ready to
retire his mitt after only two
games with the St. Louis
C4.0inals.
But then, with two out in the
eighth inning, Montreal's
Duffy Dyer lined a 1-2 pitch
over first baseman Keith
Hernandez's head, and Cards
right-hander Silvio Martinez
had lost his no-hitter.
Martinez wound up with the
third one-hitter of his two-year
major league career, and
Kennedy will hold onto the
glove for a while. . , •
"I was saying, 'Gosh, lj_ust
got called up here. And he
I Martinez) is going.to throw a
no-no to me.'
"I'd have never used that
glove again if he'd done it,"
Kennedy said. "It was ex-
citing. I was fired up. I
1;1 thought we had it after the
seventh."
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Martinez, 6-2, came into
Wednesday night's game with
a 2.38 earned rtin average and
one complete game, a seven-
hit, 4-2 victory over the New
York Mets on June 22.
first yegr---tr
majors, the 23-year-o,ld native
of the Domincart TRepublic
itched one-hitters against the
Palmer Turns In Strong Outing
For AL East-Leading Baltimore
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
As if things weren't bad
enough for the rest of the
American League East, Jim
Palmer is alive and well in
Baltimore once again.
-It, looks like the master's
back. Jim Palmer is a master
and he pitched a master-
piece," Baltithore Manager
Earl Weaver crowed after his
ace righthander, recently,
sidelined for 20 days with
tendinitis in his pitching arm,
baffled Cleveland with a f our-
hitter to give the Orioles a 3-1
victory.
"My arm still has a little
,pain," said Palmer, "but it
felt a lot better than it did the
last time I pitched."
The triumph kept Boston
from cutting into Baltimore's
four-game division lead. The
Red Sox defeated Detroit 3-1.
In the rest of the AL, Texas
and Kansas City moved into a
first-place tie in the West, one
percentage point ahead of
California. The Rangers beat
, the Angels 4-2 and Kansas City
bombed Oakland 10-3.
Milwaukee outlasted Min-
nesota 9-8 and Seattle edged
Chicago 4-3 in two other
games.
"We did everything right,"
said Palmer, after his five-
strikeout, two-walk per-
formance enabled the Orioles
to chalk-Up-their 18th victory
in the last 20 games. "I even
got away with walking two
batters in one inning."
AMERICAN LEAGUE
The only thing he didn't get
George La ndolt
....Insurance to help make








Life 'Health 'Auto -Home
You're Interested...
We're Interested.
Come In And See Us
Today For More Information
On These Policies.
Health Caro Insurance Plans
Disability Pay Plans
Tax -II 'tarred pension






753-8170 304 N. 4th
away with was feeding a ,
fastball to Toby Harrah
leading off the ninth- inning.
Harrah sent it over the fence
for his ninth home run of the
season. Still. Palmer, 7-3, a 20-
game winner eight of the
previous nine seasons, wound
up with his first victory since
May 29 and first complete
game since April 19.
Rangers 4, Angels 2
Oscar Gamble drove in
three Ranger runs, two of
them , with a third-inning
homer, while Steve Corner and
Jim Kern teamed for a four-
hitter to saddle California with
its fifth loss in six gatnes.
Both Corner and the Angels'
Nolan Ryan struck out six and
walked six batters, but Ryan
gave up seven hits, including
Gamble's third-inning homer
and RBI-single in the first and,,
John Grubb's RBI-double in
the sixth. Carney Lansford
home red for the Angels.
Brewers 9, Twins 8
Ben OgliVie's 13th and 14th.
homers of the year, both with
the bases empty, and Gorman
Thomas' 18th, a two-run shot,




Gary . Emerson and Ron
Childress, two Calloway
County High track team
members, qualified for the
regional junior olympics in
Jeffersonville, Ind., this
weekend with performances
last weekend in the district
meet in Paducah.
Emerson won the long jump
with a leap of 19-6'2, while
Childress placed second in








This rate is in effect June 28 through July 4
TERM 6 Months (182 days); MINIMUM DEPOSIT: $10,000; GUARANTEED RATE.





New York Mets, three days
after joining the Cards, and
Pittsburgh. But he hasn't
thrown a no-hitter since May
26 of last year while he was
with Springfield.
In other National League
games, Chicago whipped
Philadelphia 11-4, the Mets
rallied to beat Pittsburgh 12-9,
Cincinnati clobbered Los
Angeles 9-1, San Francisco
beat Houston 6-3, and Atlanta
and San Diego split a pair. The
Padres won the opener 2-1,'
and the Braves took the
nightcap 5-2.
Dane lorg drove in a run in
the first, and Brock drove in
two more with a single in the
Cards three-run second in-
ning. Steve Rogers, 7-5, who
last Saturday came within 11-3
innings of a no-hitter against
Ptula&lphia, was the victim.
Cubs 11, PhDs 4
Dave Kingman, Jerry
iMartin and pitcher Mike
Krukow each ugged homers
for Chicag in what
deteriorated into a beanball
contest between Krukow and
Philadelphia pitcher Kevin
Saucier, both of whom were
ejected. Saucier started the
exchange by bouncing a pitch
off Steve Ontiveros after
relieving in the fifth inning. In
—the top of the seventivirzukow
hit Garry Maddox With a
pitch.
Krukow then led off the
bottom of the seventh at the
plate, and Saucier hit Krukow
in the left shoulder with his
first pitch. After reaching
first, Krukow hollered at
Saucier, and Saucier charged
toward him. Ballo benches
emptied, and after things
settled down the pitchers were
ejected.
Mets 12, PirateV9
Willie ,Montanez and Steve
Henderson hit consecutive
home rups as New York
rallied for five runs in the
ninth inning in a game
enlivened by five lead changes
in the last three innings.
An unearned run in the
seventh gave the Mets a 4-3
lead, but Ed Ott sent the
Pirates back ahead with a
two-run homer in the bottom
of the inning.
The Mets came back with
three runs in the top of the
eighth as Pittsburgh com-
mitted two more errors, but
Tim Foli's two-run double
keyed a fourrun explosion in
the bottom of the eighth for
Pittsburgh.
Giants 6, Astros 3
Willie McCovey's RBI single
broke a 3-3 tie injhe eighth
inning, when San Francisco
scored three runs, and the
Giants spoiled ,the return to
action of no-hit pitcher Ken
Forsch, on the disabled list
since May 17.
Forsch, who threw the
season's only no-hitter April 7
against Atlanta, took a
threehitter into the eighth.
Enos Cabell homered in the
fourth for the Astros, who lost
for only the second time in 10
games.
Reds 9, Dodgers 1
Rick Auerbach and Johnny
Bench each had three RBI,
and Reds right-hander Fred
Norman, 4-7, threw a six-
hitter to beat the Dodgers.
Joe Morgan ignited the
Reds' four-run fifth inning
with, a lion* run, his fourth,
and Bench capped Cin
cinnati's three-run sixth with
a two-run single
Padres 2-2, Braves 1-5
- San Diego rallied for two
runs in the ninth inning of the
opener, winning the game
when Braves starter Phil
Niekro walked Kurt Bevacqua
with the bases loaded.
Cochran 1 Shot
Out Of Am Lead
By the Associated Press
 LOULS-VILLE,--Ky,-
Montgomery admits it is nice
playing a major tournament
on his home course, but he
adds that the aapparent ad-
vantage also has its bad side.
Montgomery, five strokes
out after 18 holes, charged Mai-
a tie for the lead midway
through the Kentucky Men's
Amateur golf 'championship
on Wednesday. carving a 4-
under-par 66 over Louisville's
Big Spring Country Club. He is
tied at 138-with Jodie Mudd of
Louisville, who had a second-
-round 70r—
"There is an advantage to
playing your home course,
• J
_because you've been on every
_part of IL" said Montgomery
who was usually in the middle
during Wednesday's round.
"But there's a down side to
it, too," added Montgomery,
who said he must carry the
pressure of being expected to
—play well at home.
Russ Cochran of Paducah,
the only other player under
par after 36 holes, was alone in
third at 139 after a 71 on
Wednesday.
Montgomery carded three
birdies on the front nine, but
his best effort may have come
at No. 16 when he managed a







Burger Queen has a Yankee Doodle Deal for the 4th! Take out a bucket with 10 pieces of
our crisp, crunchy chicken, feed five and save a whopping SL31! That's downright revo-
lutionary!
And, for just a little more scratch, we'll add a regiment of other goodies, too. Ask for
the Yankee Doodle Deal with everythingand you'll get a pint of cole slaw, and 6 rolls.
All for less than a buck a head. Isn't that dandy?
IN MEW MI Mil
- Yankee Doodle Deal
Yankee Doodle Deal I with Everything
10 
Piec" ,Only Chicken, a pint kj10 Pieces of fAnlyof Chicken
$399 
of cole slaw,
I and 6 rolls. 449 I
Save 031 1 Save $2.40.
Li Offer expires July 4th, 1979. Offer expires July 4th, 1979.
Ell











































































Kansas City 41 33 .364 -
Texas 41 33 534
Caldonsa 42 34 553
Minnesota 37 33 sis 2
Chicago 32 41 431
Seattle 33 43 434
Oakland 22 54 294 34
Wednesday's Gaines
Baltimore 3, Cleveland 1
Boston 3, Detroit 1
Milwaukee 9. Minnesota
Kansas City to, Oakland 3
Texas 4, California 2
Seattle 4. Chicago 3
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Gasses
Milwaukee iSlaton 7-3( at Mulnesciti
(kith 6-6,
Chicago Baumgarten 5-01 at Seattle
rPalTMIE3-1T—
New York John 11-3) at Torontc
Moore 1.01. (n)
Cleveland (Wise 6-6) at Baltimore I)
Martinez 10-3i, n
Boston Repko 5-2) at Detroit .Billing.
ham 6-41, (n
California Barr 3-3) at Texas i Jenkins
7.41, ini
Oakland Morns 3-4) at Kansas City
Guts 5-61. lii
Friday's Games
Toronto at Baltimore, 2
Boston at New York, In)
Cleveland at Detroit, In)
t Seattle at Milwaukee. (n)
Chicago at Minnesota, (oh
California at Kansas (Sty. (n)

















W I. Pct. GB
42 36 618
36 32 .529 6
is 33 521 65
35 31 522 65
37 35 514 7
2a 39 418 135
WEST
46 31 567 -
31 35 527 55
37 37 500 744
34 44 436 121
33 43 434 121
29 45 392 151
Weilaeselly's Games
Chicago IL Pluiadelpina 4
New York 12. Pittsburgh 9
St Louis 5, Montreal 0
San Diego 2-2, Atlanta 1-5
Cincinnati 9. Los Angeles 1
San Francisco 6, Houston 3
Tbaraday's Games
Atlanta Bnuolara 2-2) at San Diego
Rasanuamen
Houston 3-3) at San Fran-
cisco I Curtis 3-3,
New York fKobel 341 at Pittsburgh
Robsruon ( n




New York at Chicago sar
Philadelphia at St Louis, 2,(n)
Montreal at Pittsburgh, (n)
Houston at San Diego, 1n)




athletes qualified for the July
12 Hershey state track meet in
Lexington by placing first or
second in regional competition





50-YARD DASH Amy Johnson, 2nd,
Jill Humphrey, 3rd
100-Y ARD DASH - Sherry Groves, 2nd,
Denise Randolph, 3rd.
440 - Melissa Hendon, 1st, Clinstine
Miller, 2nd
220 Jenny Bell, 2nd, Debbie Roos, 3rd
HIGH JUMP - Huong Dinh, 1*.
Christine Miller, 2nd
440 RELAY - Johnson, Humphrey.
Jennder Kurt, Dinh, 1st, Miller, Anita
Hill, Amberly Moss, Leo Leuter,
Ages 12-13
20-YARD DASH - Childress, 2nd
108-YARD DASH - Jiff Burieen, 2nd,
Brenda Crittenden, Ird
440 - Ann Harcourt, lit
NO - Vickie Houghton. trit; Mare
Crusty, 3rd.
sorrami THROW - Burkeen, lsi
Boroida Van Winkler, 3rd
HIGH JUMP Harcourt, 1st,
Childress, 2nd
440 RELAY - Harcourt, Mary Grady,
Lynn -Campbell, &Omen, lit; Houghton,
Childress. Gerald McCuiston. Maud
Miller, 2nd
Ages 14-15
440 - Noreen Herndon, 1st
440 RELAY-- Ronda McCuistori, Sandra
Johnson, Paula Underhill, 1st
SOFTBA LL THROW • Glenda Fox, 1st,
Hereto, 2nd.
STANDING BROAD JUMP - Fat. 1st
BOYS
Ages 111-11
50-YARD DASH - Minkey Garrison, 1st.
100 - Mark Arnett. 3rd
rzo Richie Robertson 1st, Cone Hum,
2nd
440 - Arnett, 3rd
440 RELAY - Joey McCallon, Tony
Ray, Huse, Larry Jones, tat
SOFTBALL THROW - Darrell Rogers,
lit, Allen Codwan, 2nd
STANDING LONG JUMP - Tony Ray.
lit
Ages 12-13
50-YARD DASH - Stacy Underhill, 2nd
100 - Underhill, 3rd
440 - Richard Dowdy. 2nd; Dewmn
Paschall. 3rd.
890 - Dowdy, 2nd, Chris Sheridan, 410
440 RELAY - Jay Herndon. Steve
Markle, Bill Tolley, Ray Tolley, 1st. Billy
Collins. Chris Sheridan Paschall, Joel
Cowley, 3rd..
SOFTBALL THROW - Bill Tolley, 2nd.
Conoley, 311.
STANDING BROAD JUMP - Ray
Tolley, 3rd.
Ages 14-15
ZIG - Mike Holloway, 2nd: Herlle
Chodwick. 3rd.
40- Jeff Garrison, 1st; Mark Gtheon
tad
MILE - Mike Wicker, 1s1.
111OPTBALI, THROW - Gary Wortharn.
-1st; Mot Williams, 3rd
HIGH JUMP - Gary Galloway, lst.
-440 *- Holloway, Galloway. Chadwick,
Garrison. 1st, Wortharn, Chris Glass, Ray
Elkins. Casey Kurth. 2nd
Murray Baseball Association
Twins Are 1st-Half Champions
The Twins beat the Reds 5-4,
to clinch the championship of
the first half of the Little
League season. The two teams
finished with identical 7-'2
records, so last night's playoff
game was necessary to
determine a champion.
Joel Conoley, Rusty Wright
and Monte Morton all doUbled
to pace the,,, Twins attack,
while Allen McClard rapped
two hits, including a double.
The Reds trailed 5-2 heading
into the final frame, but they
rallied for two runs to trim the

















































Winning pitcher Mark Waldrop
Twins 013 - 5








Twins 7 2 778
Reds 7 2 771
• Astros 5 3 65
Yanks. 5 4 356
*Cubs 3 5 375




Six players rapped four hits
as the Yanks beat the Pirates
34-10 yesterday in a make-up
game.
April Woods, John Muelh-
man, Justin Crouse, Dean
Schumaker, Brian Jackson
and Monte McCuiston all had
four hits for the Yanks, while
Andy Rickman, Billy Mills
and Jimmy Hill paced the
Pirates with two hits each.
SOFTBALL
Susan Curz belted -a- grand-
slam home run to help the
Sonics beat the Nats in upper-
division girls softball action
last night. In the first game,
the Royals topped the Aces 8-
5, and in the completion of a
game postponed due to
darkness on June 20, the Nats
beat the Royals 11-8.
Other homers for the Sonics
were provided by Jann
Washer, Donna Rousse and
Claudia Billington.
The Royals' victory over the
Aces featured two double
plays, while the Nats' Allison
Marshall homered in the




Yesterday's Advertisement For IGA Had
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Use STP Products and Help Save On High Fuel Costs





















Removes water from gas tank, keeps carburetor
clean, adds to fuel savings, keeps valves clean,
fights rust in fuel system.
8 fl. oz. 59c
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Now you can pay less
for the elegant Thunderbird
because special incentives
from Ford to its dealers





Come By And Test Drive
Yours Today!
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Ideal For Freezing Or
Package of 3 quarts
1 Package of 5 pints
- Package of 4 P 7 pints
































Buddy L 18" Portable
Picnic Grill
Da's bowl beaded inn, *tail grid oh&
























. Kills germs by millions on con-
Bar Stools
Adjustable, swivel, pedestal bar
stool, chrome foot rest, adjusts




















Drink Mix By Lipton
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HIGHWAY 64I---MURRAY, KY ome items not exactl as ictured
3 M Home Pro
Do-It-Yourself
Books
Books for wallpaper and paint,
landscape & lawn care, floor and
carpeting, bathroom and kit-
chen remodeling, brick, con-
crete and stonework, furniture
refinishing and antiquing,





















Now 25 /0 Off

















































Tackle Box- Dividers Allow Up To
34 compartments


























Family Beach Shoe Sale
All Popular
Beach Thongs
ENTIRE STOCK 1/2 Price
1 1,4 HP, 7" disc
07960
6 ft. rod with lure weight of
1/164/2 oz. — Reg. $14.27
Adjustable for 8"-10"-12" blade.






& Seals All Car 




1/2-5-8-34 din, 50'-'75'-100' Lengths
Rolls Start At $459
Air Compressor







Sells Elsewhere for $350.00
Ready to use
weed free














includes 4 steel shaft rackets, 2 3-piece
painted poles, one all season net, 2 shut-









flops to high fashion
Sandals



























New Car Beauty, 






























Complete with Martin Automatic
Fly Reel, 8 foot tubular glass fly





1 and 2 Piece
Suits
Flats
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Carter Says U.S. Will Admit 14,000 Viet Refugees A Month
By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer
. TOKYO (AP) — President
Carter announced today the
United States will admit 14,000
Vietnamese refugees a month





Funeral services for Mrs.
Ruby W. Tripp will be held
Friday 2 p.m. at the
Friendship Church of Christ,
where she was a member,
with Lake Riley and L. C.
Lawson officiating and Wayne
Clark leading the
congregational song service.
Pallbearers will be Rudy
Tripp, Jr., Jimmy Bucy,
Jimmy Lassiter, Windsor
Tripp, Timmy Weaver, and
Tony Horton. Burial will
follow in the Friendship
Cemetery with the
- arrangements by the J. H.
_Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call.
Mrs. Tripp,- 82, Murray
ROute 3, died Wednesday at 5
a.m. at Lourdes Hospial,
Paducah. Her husband, Ira M.
Tripp, died April 10,-1977. Born
,July 3, 1896, in Trigg County,
she was the daughter of the
late Rowland Whaley and
Jane Flora Whaley.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. • Sylvia
Holland, Murray; three sons—
T. T. Tripp, Paducah, and
Thomas R. and Rudy Tripp,
both of Murray; half sister,
Mrs. Violet Ellis, Murray;
eight grandchildren; four
great grandchildren.
as he and other economic
summit particpants called for
an urgent United Nations
conference on the problem.
The action on refugees was
the first concrete result of the
seven-nation meeting that was
pictured as-moving toward a
compr se on its No. 1
anda item, energy.
American officials, who
asked not to be identified,
estimated the additional in-
flux of refugees would cost an
added $150 million a year,
compared with current
nuflays of $250 million.
In addition to the U.S. ac-
tion, the other summit par-
ticipants not only called for a
--U.N. conference on refugees,
but also pledged to set aside
more money for relief and
resettlement efforts and
admit more refugees.
"This is basically what we
sought," one U.S. official said.
Carter said in a statement,
"We can and will work
together to find homes and
jobs for Indochinese
refugees."
U.S., sources said the U.N.
meeting would be convened in
Geneva during the third week
in July.
They said they hoped that
the increased number of
refugees could reach the
United States by next month.
The exact timing is un-
certain, but Carter said he
was making a one-year
commitment.
U.S. sources said an ad-
ministration emissary met
with Vietnamese represen-
tatives in New York City at
Carter's direction before the
president flew to Tokyo last
weekend.
They said they hoped
Vietnam would participate in
the conference.
Most of today's summit
talks focussed on energy, with
_Mrs. Troy U. Webb
Dies At Her Home;
Rites Wednesday
The funeral forMes. Troy U.
Virginia Charlotte) Webb of
Kirksey Route 1 was held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
Roy Marcus and the Rev. Paul
Butler officiating. Burial was
in the Maplewood Cemetery.
Mrs. Webb, 57, died Monday
at 10:15 p.m. at her home.
Survivors include her
husband, the Rev'. Troy U.
Webb; two daughters, Mrs.
Joy Langston and Mrs. Bonnie
Tynes, Mayfield; three sons—
Thurman and Sheldon Webb,
Mayfield, and Ronald Webb,
Union City, Tenn.: eight
grandchildren; one great































E STORE WIDE SALE STOREWHIE SALE STOREWIDE 
"Where You Save
Does Make A Difference"
Earn The Community's Highest Savings Rates
Money Market -
- Certificate
TERM: 6 Months (182 Days)
810,000 Minimum Deposit
RATE Effective June 28
Through July 4
Federal Regulations Prohibit Compounding Interest On This Type Certificate
(Ask About Our Monthly Or Quarterly Interest Chocks)














b 715 So 12th St
753-12/4
the aim of restraining oil
imports by the seven nations




A senior American official,
who asked not to be named,
aid reporters "I think we're
clearly tending -in the diree•
tion of a compromise."
He said he expects the
summit to develop specific
import ceilings for the seven
countries for the balance of
this year and all of 1980. In
addition, he said, there was
sentiment for setting import
goals for 1985 as well.
Bin he emphasized that
many technical details had to
be resolved before the summit
adjourns Friday afternoon.
A special statement issued
on the first day of the seven-
nation economic summit
asked U.I't _Secretary-General
Kurt Waldheim to call for a
conference "as soon as
possible" and said such. a












UHF channel plus the





Designed for long 14fe and
low-power consi.rr ption Actuallv
uses less energy unaverage
than a 100-ea" ' h
positive results."
It said the plight of refugees




constitutes a threat to the
peace and stability of
Southeast Asia."
Meanwhile, President
Carter reported "it's too early
to tell" whether agreement
can be reached at the summit
on fixing country-by-country
targets to limit oil imports.
Carter said he and the
Automatic color control and
fleshtone correction electronically
holds neshtones and other colors
to the settings you select
25" diagonal Super AccuColor
black matrix picture tube features
fully illuminated phosphor dots
for bright, dramatically detailed
color pictures
Automatic fine tuning pinpoints
And holds the correct broadcast
signal on each channel
Prices start at '629"
others meeting here hope to
come up with a formula. But
American officials em-
phasized that "a great deal of




the summit have been
pressing for a freeze on oil
imports through 1985, while
Carter favors emphasis on
import curbs that would focus
more directly on the next 18
months.
The meeting began with an
outward display of harmony
despite evident friction over
the specifics of an energy plan




d'Estaing exchanged only a
perfunctory handshake at a
breakfast that launched the
summit, but they emerged
side-by-side and chatting
amiably from the first formal
conference that lasted nearly
three hours.
Buy any new RCA
XL-100 color console
shown here and get
this RCA AC/DC
Portable TV
Just till out the certificate you get wrien
you buy the XL-100 console and send rt
"to-CA along with proof of purchase
Yourly-ee B&W TV1Model AD125) will
be shipped directly to your home Allpw
six weeks for clelniery:




















































LEXINGTON, Ky. AP) —
A Fayette Circuit Court jury
was to restune deliberations
today in a sentencing hearing
for convicted murderer Allan
Todd Hume.
The jurors — five men and
seven women — deliberated
about 2'2 hours, Wednesday
evening before Judge Armand
Angelucci ordered them
sequestered for the night.
Clark-Madison Com-
monwealth's Attorney Charles
T. Walters formally requested
the death penalty at Hume's
sentencing hearing Wed-
nesday.
Hume, 25, a former Rich-
mond school teacher, was
convicted last week of mur-
dering two persons Oct. 290in
Madison County.




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
The state Board of Education
has been asked to suspend
Jefferson County School
Superintendent Ernest
Grayson. The, local board
made the rec—c7mmendation
after approving a petition
charging Grayson with
misconduct in office, , in-
competence and neglect of
duty.
The seven-member Jef-
fersbn County beard approved
the request byb a 4-2 vote
Wednesday after failing to
garner the six votes necessary
to remove Grayson on their
own.
The state board, by law, can
either suspend Grayson or
remove his certification,
although neither tactic has
bees employed _against a
superintendent in recent
history.
The next statt board
meeting is scheduled Aug. I.
Grayson called the petition
another chapter in an 113-
monilki campaign of
harassment, and said he plans
to consult with a lawyer.
"I think the board should
devote itself to the education
of children," he said.
should recommend "punish-
ment to fit the crime."
He addecIthat only the death
penalty was suitable punish-
ment for the "tremendous
violence" involved in the
shooting-strangulation delths
of Sherri G. Brock, 18, , and
Michael E. Richardson, 20.
"There is no standard of
society that could in any way
condone this," Walters :said.




Coy argued for a prison term,
saying, "To iritpose the death
penalty would violate every
moral code."
Hume also was convicted
last week of assault and
burglary. The jury recom-
mended sentences of 20 years
and 10 years, respectively, on
those counts.
Under state law, a sen-
tencing hearing was required
before the jury could
recommend penalties for the
murder convictions.
Angelucci, Niehtl ultimately
will decide Hume's sentences
on all the counts, told jurors
they could recommend the
death penalty, life im-
prisonment, or imprisonment
for at least 20 years. •
Their recommendation
would depend upon-how tly0
viewed two proposed
aggravating circumstances
and five proposed mitigating
circumstances. .
Aggravating c i r -
cumstances, he said, would be
that Hume was engaged in a
first-degree burglary at the
time-of the killings and that
the murders were intentional.
Mitigating circumstances,
Angelucci said, would be
Hume's youth; that he had no
history of prior criminal
activity; that he was -under
extreme emotional distur-
bance at the time of the
crimes, although the
disturbance was not a defense
for the crimes; that he was an
accomplice in the killings and
not the principal murderer,
and that he was mentally
defective or intoxicated and
could not "appreciate the
criminality of his behavior."
Angelucci said the jury
could return the death penalty
upon finding both aggravating
circumstances and that they
outweighed any mitigating
circumstances.
Murray and Calloway County school lunchroom employees who attended the recent
School Food Service Workshop at North Elementary School included: from left, Lillian
Gilbert, Dorothy McClure, Jean Barger, Freda Armstrong, Glinda Jeffrey, Sara Weisen-
berger (consultant from Frankfort), Alene Hargis, and Lola Sherrill
Cafeteria Workers
Attend Food Seminar
Area cafeteria workers and
supervisors recently attended
a statewide School Food
Service Workshop held at
North Elementary School to
introduce new, changes in the
Type A lunches.
John Hicks, Area Director,
Division of School Food
Services, presided over the
, workshop sessions. Featured
speakers and consultants
included: Polly Miller,
Director of Nutrition and
Technical Services, Southeast
Regional Office, Atlanta;
Sally Duford, Murray State
University; Rendell Butler,
Unit Director, Division of
School Food Services, Frank-
fort; and Sara Weisenberger,
Safety and Health Training
Specialist, Ky. Department of
Labor, Frankfort.
Murray and Calloway
County School System-- em-
ployees who attended were:
Mildred A. Adams, Freda
Armstrong, Jean Barger,
Margaret Brittain, Glenda S.
Byer ly, Annette Coles, Lorene
Geunn, Peggy Geurin, Lillian
Gilbert, Alene Hargis, Judy
Hina, Willadean Kirks, Eva
Lee, Dorothy McClure, Janice
McCuiston, Lottie Sheridan,
Ladeen Spann, Lurline Stone.
Lola Sherrill, Leona Williams,
In 1929, the first aerial
circumnavigation of the globe
was made by the Graf Zep-
pelin. The German dirigible
was commanded by Capt.
Hugo Eckener.
Tony's one of our regulars...and if he
says our spaghetti tastes like the
spaghetti his mother used to make -
in Naples, well, who's going to
argue with Tony Scarlotti?
you feel
at home.
Patsy Woodall and Food
Service Directors Glinda
Jeffrey and Joanna Adams.
'NAACP Convention Continues
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Black is not only beautiful, it







Scientific Olympics — iden-





"ACT-SO is a saturation
search and development
program designed to seek out
every black kid who has any
capacity to learn," said
Vernon Jarrett. "And that
means we're talking about
A bouquet of plaudits to yOu-fOr your
overwhelming response to our new
store opening...A Grand .Opening
success, repeated more than 100 times
this year as we open K mart after
K mart, means thousands of new,
satisfied customers. Added to the
millions who shop and save at K mart
stores throughout the United States,
Canada, Australia and Puerto Rico,
that means added buying power for
us . . added discounts and added
savings for you!
'Satisfaction Always' is
our promise to you • • .
K mart shoppers are loyal customers
because they know our, policy of "Satisfac-
tion Always" is a promise we live up to. It
means 7ou must be satisfied with every
purchase — or We replace it or give a refund
immediately, with no runaround! Come see
for yourself how exciting and rewarding an
experience it is to save at K mart!
kids in the millions."
In ceremonies Wednesday
night, 51 young black students
from across the nation —
including 11 from California —
were awarded medals and
scholarships for academic
achievement in categories
such as biology, architecture,
drama and writing.
Jarrett said he developed
the program after hearing
news reports about low
reading scores among
minority children
especially in Chicago, where
he said 10,700 eighth graders




Black children were not
supported in their academic
endeavors, Jarrett said,
because rewards were more
readily available for athletic
achievements.
-Basketball is a short-cut
through the ghetto, as is
football and baseball," he-
said. "This is the new climate.
We are out to counter that
climate by making scholastic.




"Black is not only beautiful,
black is brilliant," he added.
The awards ceremony came
on the third day of the 70th
annual convention of the -
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored
Our grand opening sale was just a
preview of grand bargains to come!
Naturally you saveRvery day at K mart,
because our low profit margin brings
you quatity products at unusually low,
c4count prices. But, better still, watch
your newspapers for our advertised
specials . . and discover how those
double-discount extra savings can
bring you more than you bargained for!
Over 1400 stores . . . coast to coast!
THE SAVING PLACE
700 U.S. 641 North
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.Ouster Suit Will Not Be Filed
Against Board If Deficit Ended
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
An ouster suit will not be filed
at this time against the Floyd
County Board of Education if
the board can show it will
elimin#te a budget deficit by
the end of the next fiscal year.
State Attorney General
Robert Stephens said in an
. interview Tuesday that he has
reached a tentative
agreement with Floyd County
• -school officials that would
head off the suit he had-been
considering.
Stephens said the school
board and Floyd County
• School Superintendent Pete
.Grigsby have agreed to
:submit to him by July '15 a
'plan for eliminating the school
district's deficit budget by the
end of the 1979-80 school year.
Floyd County has had a
deficit school budget for
several years despite
repeated warnings from the
state Board for Elementary
and Secondary Education.
State law prohibits a school
:district from operating in the
Stephens said his office had
teen asked to investigate the.
"situation in Floyd County
MISS YOUR PAPER?
%describers wbe %ye not
received timer beme-deiversd
copy of The blerrwy Laliger
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monolog.
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. coe
Seteydays ere urged to eel
753-1116 between 5:30 p.m.
mod 6 p.es., Menriey-Frieley, or
3:30 p.m. end 4 p.m. %hey-
days, to burro delivery of time
' newspeper. Cells meat be
pieced by 6 p.m. weekdays or
4p. Seherdrys to bieermitert
&fiver!.
because of the repeated
budget deficits of the past few
years.
Fred Johnson, deputy
superintendent for finance in
the state Department of
Education, said the system
reportecloa deficit of $664,370
as of June 30,1978.
Johnson said that staff
projections indicated the
deficit would be reduced by
$264,000 by the end of this
fiscal year.
Stephens said the tentative
arrangement was worked out
after extensive meetings with
the school board and Grigsby.
He said he explained the
situation Tuesday to a group
of concerned citizens from
Floyd County and their at-
torney, former Court of
Appeals Judge James Park
Jr.
Stephens said the proposed
1979-80 budget would be
submitted to the Department
of Education for review.
"If they&iy• it is accurate
and realistic, then I will not
file an ouster suit at this
time," Stephens said in an
interview.
Stephens he would probably
also require that the school
'board agree to a full audit of
their books and ague to obey
the state open meetings law.
He said there had been some
questions as to whether the
board had been complying
with the law on open meetings.
Stephens said he felt the
Floyd County board had been
making a good faith effort to
clear up their problems and
the system had been beset by
some extraordinary cir-
cumstances.
Most of the ceiling tile at
Prestonsburg High School had
to be replaced in an expensive
operation this winter because




Local formers now have available an ex-
cellent group - major medical hospital
coverage. Many area farmers enrolled in
this plan last year. This is the same com-
pany that handles the group insurance for
many local firms - such as:





Freed Cotisom Co. Inc.




Take Advantage Of Group Rates And Group
Coverage
For Information Call
Steve Payne-759-1134 Max Undenvood-753-4179





asbestos. This spring, an
explosion destroyed the kit-
chen at the school.
Stephens said his only
concern in the matter was
correcting any violation of law
and his office would stay out of
any local political differences
relating to the board.
Stephens said he will file
suit if the board does not ID.,
up to the agreement, bir
conceded it would probably lot
a vain act.
"By the time you got
through, you are talking about
a minimum of one and a half
to two years," Stepheaa-said
"And the real educational
problem of a deficit budget
would still not be solved."
Wicker Addresses _
Louisville Workshop
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Like the messenger carrying
bad news, the nation's media
is not respected by a public
that receives "event oriented"
reporting, says New York
Times columnist Tom Wicker.
Wicker spoke here Wed-
nesday as part of the
Newspaper in Education




that we are a serious public
institution," Wicker said of




LEXINGTON, Ky. I AP) —
Theodore A. Sanford, former
commissioner of the Kentucky
High School Athletic
Association, died Wednesday
in a Lexington hospital. He
was'77.
Sanford had been
hospitalized since March. He
is survived by his wife, Nelle.
Until his retirement in 1972,
Sanford was involved in
education as a teacher,
principal and superintendent.
He became the KI-1SAA's
first full-time commissioner in
1947 and was credited with
making the boy's state
basketball tournament,
commonly referred to as the
Sweet Sixteen, one of the
premier events of its kind.
Under the direction of
Sanford and his assistant and
successor, Joe Billy Man-
sfield; several minor sports
were added at the high school
level. Football- was divided
into classes with a playoff
system to determine state
champions.
Two Reappointed To
N KU Regents Board
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)( —
Elmer Haas of Newport and
Kenneth Lucas of Florence
have been reappointed by
Gov. Julian Carroll to the
Northern Kentucky Univer-
sity board of regents. Their




( It'll keep you comm' back!)
ALL YOU CAN EAT
Choose your breakfast favorites
from our buffet And c mon
back until you ve eaten all
you want and you re ready
to have a good day'
ALL THE COFFEE
YOU WANT
Your Breakfast EYuffet includes
all the great coffee you want
too We want you to c mon in
start the day off right and





BRSAKFAST BUFFET-OPEN 6-10 A AI-DAILY
PTT
SIRLOIN STOCKADE.
Quality that keeps you comin' back.
Wicker said he is troubled
when the public blames tht
press for some of the con-
troversial news reported.
"People would rather
believe that things are
well... they don't want to know
if it's an FBI agent digging
through their trash.. .or if the
president is
The media, he added, could
help its image by looking
beyond the headlines.
"We are event oriented," he
said. "If there's nothing
happening, not news. -
There are arr number of
instances in American life
where nothing appears to be
happening, but somethting
really is.
"If there's no violence in the
halls of our public schools, we
don't cover it," he said, and
potential pollution problems
are overlooked.
"Soon as the fish begin to








FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP
Rep. Gerta Bend', D-
Louisville, concedes that a bill
she helped draft is short. But
she also feels it is powerful.
"This is only a one-page bill,
but it is loaded with good
things that need to be done,"
Mrs. Bendl said about a
domestic abuse bill approved
Tuesday by the Interim
Judiciary-Statutes Com-
mittee. .
The Committee voted to
prefile the bill and a com-
panion measure for the 1980
General Assembly.
The bills were refinements
made by a subcommittee
headed by Mrs. Bendl of
measures introduced in the
last legislature.
, The bill Mrs. Bendl ,was
referring to provides greater
criminal penalties for spouse
abuse and would alllow a
police officer to arrest a
person without a warrant if he
has probable cause to suspect
the person of abusing his
spouse.
The bill defines domestic
abuse as intentionally or
wantonly causing physical
injury to a spouse and makes
it a class A misdemeanor.
More serious injuries could
still be prosecuted as now by a
felony charge of assault and
battery.
The measure would also
remove martial. privilege - th
the case of alleged domestic
abuse. Thus, a husband or
wife could be compelled Uo
testify for or against the other
in the prosecution of domestic
abuse.
Mrs. Bendl said she thinks
the current differences bet-
ween assault and domestic
abuse, which is rarely
prosecuted, is a mental at-
titude.
"It has always been felt to
be in the province of the
family," she said.
Mrs. Bendl said she didn't
think the proposed bill would
endanger the sanctity of the
family, but would provided
greater protection for abused
spouses — both me:i and
women.
The other bill would allow
abused spouses to .filecitill
actions for relief or protection
uf both themselves and their
children without having to file
for a divorce first 
Mrs. Bendl said there are
often reasons, either because
of religion or other con-
siderations, that people might
noLwant to file for a divorce
but wlYtild feel they need legal
protection from their spouse.
Both measures will be in-
troduced in the next
legislature -40th the interim
committee's recommendation
that they pass.
The committee also ap-







The bill would provide that
malpractice suit would hay
to be filed within one year
the occurance or when th
injury was discovered o




malpractice committee of the
Kentucky Bar Association,
said making the law uniform
will make more malpractice
insurance available to Ken-
tucky lawyers.




to write such insurance in
Kentucky.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—NEAL ESTATE-10$ E. 12TN ST., BENTON
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Number Of Unmarried Couples Living
Together Doubles In Less Than Decade
By RANDOLPH E. SCHMID
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
number of unmarried couples
living together has more than
doubled in less than a decade,
accounting for. about 1.1
million U.S. households, the
Census Bureau says.
Meanwhile, mere than 20
percent of all households have
only a single member as in-
creasing numbers of young
career-oriented Americans
postpone marriage, according
to a new bureau report.




As of March 1978, more than
one American household in
five consisted of someone
Uving alone, the study said.
Most of the growth in single-
person households involved
people under age 35, the report
said, adding this "may reflect
an increasing desire among
young adults to seek advanced
education and cafeers before
marriage."
In 1970, the report said, 17
percent of the nation's
households consisted of a
single individual. By 1978 that
had grown to 22 peroent.
The.- bureau defines a
household as a person or
group of people living together
in a house, apartment or other
housing unit 
Your choice




• Choose from many different baciegrounds and custom poses • Limit One per sublect,
two' per family • Additional portraits available in all sues at reasonable pnces • Groups
$1 25 each additional subiect • Persons under 18 must be accompanied by parent or
warden • Finished portraits delivered at store







Photo Hours: 10-1, 2-5. 6-8. Sat.: 10-1, 2-4:30
GWE
Win! 
Sixty-two percent of these
single-person households were
maintained by women,
although since 1970 the
proportion of men living alone
has grown more rapidly than
that for women, the Census
Bureau said.
The increase in unmarried
couples living together has
been even more impressive,
up 117 percent.
In 1970, the bureau said,
there were 523,000 such
households. The number grew
to 1.1 million last year.
Three-fourths of these
households consisted solely of
two partners, while the
remainder had one or more
children living with them.
Among unmarried couples,
the report said, seven out of 10
were under age 45.
Noting that young people
are continuing to postpone
marriage, the report said that
as of 1978 nearly half of the
women aged 20 to 24 had never
married. This is an increase of
more than two-thirds since
1960. Delay of first marriage
was also indicated among
women aged 25 to 29.
The bureau said that since
1970 the median age of
Americans at their first
marriage has increased by
one year, to 24.2 years for men
and 21.8 for women.
The report also noted that in
1978 there were 8 million
families maintained tty a
woman not living with a
husband, a 44 percent gain
since 1970. There were 1.6
million families maintained
by a man not living with a wife
in 1978, bureau officials said.
Black families maintained
by a woman increased 65
percent during the eight-year
Dandelions were brought to
the New World by the
Pilgrims who considered them
medicine against a variety of
human complaints.
Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182) days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits ]y be made in any amount of $10,000 or
more. Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interesi on these
money market certificates. The interest rate is subject to change at maturity.
This 8.903% rate is effective on certificates purchased from now through July
4, 1979.
W HAVE A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OFPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS:
TERMS
3 months
1 or 2 years























Federal law requires a substantial interest penalty on amounts withdrawn before matprity amounting to for-feiture of 90 days interest and the reduction of the remaining interest to the passbooThte.
period, the report states, while
among whites the growth was
36 percent.
Because of this growth in
one-parent families, the
bureau estimated that nearly
half of all children being born
today' will spend a large
portion of their lives before
age 18 in single-pareht
families.
In 1978 there were 11 million
chiltiren living with their
mciers only,, and 1 million
with their fathers, the bureau
said.
The study also noted in-
creases in divorce for both
blacks and whites and all age
groups.
In 1970, Ahe bureau said,
there were 47 divorced per-
sons for every 1,000 married in
the United States. By 1978 this
number had grown 91 percent
to 90 divorced persons for
every 1,000 in working
marriages.
The Blackwood Brothers







Economical fast-drying caulk with high
exterior durability. Excellent adhesion to
all building materials. Can be painted over
when dry. Water cleanup. 11-oz cartridge.
05/88
UNIT: ONE COWIN PER CUSTOMER
WITH COUPON
WITHOUT $3.91
Ideal for the do-it-yourselfer with all
types of paint. 4-inch polyester wall
brush plus 1/2-inch nylon angular
sash brush for trim. 05/P415-TV-09









Resists fumes, alkali, blis
tering, fading low-sheen









ture Ideal for kitchen,








.and boxed-end: Sized from
3/8- to 5/8 inches. Chromed-

















SI Stains, grease and
grime lust wash away
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Ouster Suit Will Not Be Filed
Against Board If Deficit Ended
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky, AP) —
An ouster suit will not be filed
at this time against the Floyd
County Board of Education if
the board can show it will
eliminate a budget deficit by
the end of the next fiscal year.
State Attorney General
Robert Stephens said in an
interview Tuesday that he has
. reached a tentative
agreement with Floyd County
school officials that would
. head off the suit he had been
considering. -
Stephens said the school
board and Floyd County
-School Superintendent Pete
Grigsby have agreed to
;submit to him by July 14..8
*plan for eliminating the school
'district's deficit budget by the
end of the 1979-80 school year.
Floyd County has had a
deficit school budget for
several years despite
repeated warnings from the
state Board for Elementary
and Secondary Education.
State law prohibits a school
:district from operating in the
Stephens said his office had
'been asked, to investigate the
-situation'. in Floyd County
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sobscribeirs who Move sot
received timer boore-eleilvered
copy of The Norm Ledger
Times by 5:30 p.m. Moodey-
Friday
.
 or by 3:30 p.m. oe
Smartens ere weed to coil
7531.916 betweem 5:30 p.m.
mod 6 p.m., Aloodiry-Friary, or
3:30 p.m. awl 4 p.m.Arter-
dorm to Meows diefivery-P Hie
Newspaper. Calls wart he
placed by *pal. 'violate's or
4p.m. Saturdays N goormrtee
ilioNvery.
because of the repeated
budget deficits of the past few
years.
Fred Johnson, deputy
superintendent for finance in
the state Department of
Education, said the system
reported a deficit of $664,370
as of June 30,1978.
Johnson said that staff
projections indicated the
deficit would be reduced by
$284,000 by the end of this
fiscal year.
Stephens said the tentative
arrangement was worked out
after extensive meetings with
the school board and Grigsby.
He said he explained the
situation Tuesday to a group
of concerned citizens from
Fort County and their at-
'torney, former Court of
Appeals Judge names Park
Jr.
Stephens said the proposed
1979-80 budget would be
submitted to the Department
of Education for review.
"If they say it is accurate
and realistic, then I will not
file an ouster suit at this
time," Stephens said in an
interview.
Stephens he would probably
also require that the school
board agree to a full audit of
their books and agree to obey
the state open meetings law.
He said there had been some
questions as to whether the
board had been complying
with the law on open meetings.
Stephens said he felt the
Floyd County board had been
making a good faith effort to
clear up their problems and
the system had been beset by
some extraordinary cir-
cumstances.
Most of the ceiling tile at
Prestonsburg High School had
to be replaced in an expensive
operation this winter because




Local farmers now have available an ex-
cellent group - major medical hospital
coverage. Many area farmers enrolled in
this plan last year. This is the same com-
pany that handles the group insurance for
many local firms- such as:





Freed Cotham Co. Inc.




Take Advantage Of Group Rates And Group
Coverage
For Informati,on Call
Steve Payne-759-1134 Max Underwood-753-4179





asbestos. This spring, an
explosion destroyed the kit-
chen at the school.
Stephens said his only
concern in the matter was
correcting any violation of law
and his off ite,Would stay out of
any local politieal differences
relating to the board.
Stephens said he will file
suit if the board does not live
up to the agreement, but
conceded it would probably be
a vain act.
"By the time you got
through, you are talking about
a minimum of one and a half
to two years," Stephens said
"And the real educational
problem of a deficit budget
would still not be solved."
Wicker Addresses
Louisville Workshop
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Like the 'messenger carrying
bad news, the nation's media
is not respected by a public
that receives "event oriented"
reporting, says New York
Times columnist Tom Wicker.
Wicker spoke here Wed-
nesday as part of the
Newspaper in Education




that we are a serious public
institution," Wicker said of




LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Theodore A. Sanford, former
commissioner of the Kentucky
High School Athletic
Association, died Wednesday
in a Lexington hospital. He
was 77.
San ford had been
hospitalized since March. He
is survived by his wife, Nelle.
Until his retirement in 1972,
Sanford was involved in
education as a teacher,
principal and superintendent.
He became the KHSAA's
first full-time commissioner in
1947 and was credited with
making the boy's state
basketball tournament,
commonly referred to as the
Sweet Sixteen, one of the
premier events of its kind.
Under the direction of
Sanford and his assistant and
successor, Joe Billy Man-
sfield, several minor sports
were added at the high school
level. Football was divided
into classes with a playoff




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Elmer Haas of Newport and
Kenneth Lucas of Florence
have been reappointed by
Gov. Julian Carroll to the
Northern Kentucky Univer-
sity board of regents. Their




( It'll keep you comm' back!)
ALL YOU CAN EAT
Choose your breakfast favorites
from our buffet And c mon
back until you ye eaten all
you want and you re ready
to have a good day! ,
ALL THE COFFEE
YOU WANT -
Your Breakfast Buffet includes
all the great coffee you want.
too. We want you to c'mon
start the day off right and








BREAKFAST BUFFET • OPEN 6-10 A FA DORY
SIRLOIN STOCKADE.
Quality that keeps you combs' back.
Wicker said he is troublec
when the public blames tht,
press for some of the con
troversial news reported.
"People would rather
believe that things are
well.. they don't want to know
if it's an FBI agent digging
through their trash.. or if the
president is lying."
The media, he added, could
help its image by looking
beyond the headlines.
"We are event oriented," he
said. "If there's nothing
happeniag4 it's not news.
There arl any number of
instances in American life
where nothing appears to be
happening, but somethting
really is.
"If there's no violence in the
halls of our public schools, we
don't cover it," he said, and
potential pollution problems
are overlooked.
-Soon as the fish begin to
float belly up, though, we get
interested."
1 Bill Shod But Poitverful
By HERBERT SPARROW
Assochsted Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Rep. Gerta Bendl, D-
Louisville, concedes that a bill
she helped draft is short. But
she also feels it is powerful.
"This is only a one-page bill,
but it is loaded with good
things that need to be done,"
Mrs. Bend! said about a
domestic abuse bill approved
Tuesday by the Interim
Judiciary-Statutes Com-
mittee.
The committee voted to
prefile the bill and a com-
panion measure for the 1980
General Assembly.  
The bills were refinementi-
made by a subcommittee
headed by Mrs. Bendl of
measures introduced in the
last legislature.
The bill Mrs. Bendl was
referring to provides greater
criminal penalties for spouse
abuse and would aIllow a
police officer to arrest a
person without a warrant if he
has probable cause to suspect
the person of abusing his
spouse.
The bill defines domestic
abuse as intentionally or
wantonly causing physical
injury to a spouse and makes
it a class A misdemeanor.
More serious injuries could
still be prosecuted as now by a
felony charge of assault and
battery.
The measure would also
remove martial privilege in
the case of alleged domestic
abuse. Thus, a husband or
wife could be compelled to
testify for or against the other
in the prosecution- oideinestic
abuse.
Mrs. Bendl said she thinks
the current differences bet-
ween assault and domestic
abuse, which is rarely
prosecuted, is a ruestal at-
titude.
"It has always been-felt to
be in the province of the
family," she said.
' Mrs. Bendl said she didn't
think the proposed bill would
endanger the sanctity of the
family, but would provided
greater protection for abused
spouses — both mea and
women. •
The other bill would allow
abused spouses to file civil
actions-for relief or protection
of both themselves and their
children without having to file
fora divorce first.
Mrs. Bendl said there are
often reasons, either because
of religion or other con-
proved for pre-filing a bill






The bill would provide that a
malpractice suit would have !
to be filed within one year of !
the occurance or when the
injury was discovered or '




malpractice committee of the
Kentucky Bar Association,
siderations, that people might said making the law uniform
not want -ttrille:for a divorce—will make more malpractict
but would feel they need legal available to Ken-
protection from their spouse.
Both measures will be in-
troduced in the' next
legislature with the interim
committee's recommendation
that they pass.





malpractice suits make in-
surance companies reluctant
to write such insurance In
Kentucky.
She said the
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSIMAIICE—IONOS—BEAL ESTATE-1U 1.1211 ST., BESTIR
Now Has A Load Number
FOR TOE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COMITY AMI MORA

















• Lightweight Easy to
Install
• 4.000 BTU Capacity
• 10 Temperature Choices
with Energy Saving Range.







• Lightwerght'Eesy to install
• Big 5 000 BTU Capacity
. 10 Temp Choices Energy Saving






• 7 800 BTU capacity
• 3 Cooling Speeds-3 Fan SPeelais
• Air Exchanger Rids Stale Air







• 9 700 TU Capacity
• 10-Choice Automatic Thermostat
. • 2 Cooling Speeds 2 Fan Speeds
• Air Exchanger Rids Stale A:r
*32888
ENJOY YOUR CREDIT POWER AT GOODYEAR
Goodrear Revolving Charge
•• Pay • • Yaf4."10,1
• Customer IclentAcabon CAR CARD tor
r,vee.eer e at arly Goodyear Store COW11,y.
Goodyear Installment -)
Pay Plan
• Lower Ter r, 7 an Avaorabie
Our Revolv.,4 ,,harge
• Monthly Statement • AA,nthly Payment,
• It must be right
or we make it right
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Top Resists Clogging
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Number Of Unmarried Couples Living
Together Doubles In Less Than Decade
By RANDOLPH E. SCHMID
Asseciate*Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
number of unmarried couples
living together has more than
doubled in less than a decade,
accounting for about 1.1
million U.S. households, the
Census Bureau says.
Meanwhile, more than 20
percent of all households have
only a single member as in-
creasing numbers of young
career-oriented Americans
postpone marriage, according
to a new bureau report.




As of March 1978, more than
one American household in
five consisted of someone
living alone, the study said.
Most of the growth in single-
person households involved
people under age 35, the report
said, adding this may reflect
an increasing desire among
young adults to seek advanced
education and careers before
marriage."
In 1970, the report said, 17
percent of the nation's
households consisted of a
single individual. By 1978 that
had grown to 22 percent. '
The bureau defines a
household as a person or
group of people living together
in a house, apartment or other
housing unit.
Your choice









• Choose from may different backgrounds and custom poses • Limit One per sublect,
two per famity • Additional portraits available in att sizes at reasonable prices • Groups$1 25 each additional subject • Persons under 18 must be accompanied by parent or
juardian • Finished portraits detivereCI at store





Photo Hours 10-1, 2-5, 6-8. Sat.: 10-1, 2-4:30
Sixty-two percent of these
single-person households were
maintained by women,
although since 1970 the
proportion of men living alone
has grown more rapidly than
that for women, the Census
Bureau said.
The increase in unmarried
couples living together has
been even more impressive,
up 117 percent.
In 1970, the bureau said,
there were 523,000 such
households. The number grew
to 1.1 million last year.
Three-fourths of these
households consisted solely of
two partners, while the
remainder had one or more
children living with them.
Among unmarried couples,
the report said, seven out of 10'
were under age 45.
Noting that young people
are continuing to postpone
marriage, the report said that
as of 1978 nearly half of the
women aged 20 to 24 had never
married. This is an increase of
more than two-thirds since
1960. Delay of first marriage
was also indicated among
women aged 25 to 29.
The bureau said that since
1970 the median age of
Americans at their first
marriage has increased by
one year, to 24.2 years for men
and 21.8 for women.
The report also noted that in
1978 there were 8 million
families maintained by a
woman not living with a
husband, a 44 percent gain
since 1970. There were 1.6
million families maintained_
by a man not 'riving with a wife
in 1978, bureau off icials. said.
Black families maintained
by a woman increased 65
percent during the eight-year
Dandelions were brought to
the New World by the
Pilgrims who considered them
medicine against a variety of
human complaints.




Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182) days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits )y be made in any amount or$10,000 or
more. Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest on these
money market certificates. The interest rate is subjed to change at maturity.
This 8.903% rate is effedive on certificates purchased from now through July
4, 1979.








/'3 months $100 5.5% 5.653%
1 or 2 years $1,000 6.0% 6.183%
2'/i or 3 years $1,000 6.5(% 6.715%
4 years $1,000 7.25% 7.518%
6 years $1,000 7.50% 7.787%
8 or 10 years $1,000 7.75% 8.057%





period, the report states, while
among whites the growth was
36 percent.
Because of this growth in
one-parent families, the
bureau estimated that nearly
half of all children being born
today will spend a large
portion of their lives before
age 18 in single-parent
families.
In 1978 there were 11 million
children living with their
mothers only, and 1 million
with their fathers, the bureau
said.
rig study also noted in-
creants in divorce for both
blacks and whites and all age
groups.
In 1970, the bureau said,
there were 47 divorced per-
sons for every 1,000 married in
the United States. By 1978 this
number had grown 91 percent
to 90 divorced persons for
every 1,000 in working
marriages.
The Blackwood Brothers









Economical fast-drying caulk with high
e4erior durability. Excellent adhesion to
all bililding materials. Can be painted over
when dry. Water cleanup. 11-oz cartridge.
05/86
UNIT: ONE DOOM PER CUSTOMER





Ideal for the do-it-yourselfer with all
types of paint. 4-inch polyester wall
brush plus lki-inch nylon angular
sash brush for trim. 05/P415-TV-09 at






High -hiding finish for
wallboard, wallpaper,
plaster, etc Applies





Resists fumes, alkali, blis-
tering, fading_ Low-sheen








ish resists steam, mois-
ture Ideal for kitchen,










and boxed-end. Sized from
3(8- to 5/8 inches, Chromed'















Most stains, grease and
grime just wash away
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Multiple Historic Resources Oh
National Register; First In State
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP ) -
The multiple historic
resources of Christian County
have been listed on the
National Register of Historic
Places, the first such
designation in Kentucky.
The listing was among 19
announced Monday by Eldred




means that three districts and
three individual properties in
Hopkinsville and 22 sites in
outlying . areas of Christian
county have been entered on
the register at one time.
county include the Simon,
French House, Radford





Methodist Church, the Mrs.





The districts are the CLINTON, Ky. (AP) —The
Hopkinsville Commercial state attorney general's office
District, the HopkittSVill-..e 
--- 
)dat filed suit in Hickman
Residential District and the-qrcuit Court to remove
Hopkinsville Warehouse (-..,l'ounty Attorney Harry W.
District. The individual Rob(rts from office because of
properties are the Theodore
Poston House, the J.B. Knight
House and the Brick Yard.







RH PAM,* AT MI DOOR
alleged unprofessional con-
duct.
Roberts, who has been an
attorney here since 1940 and
was elected to thq post in 1977,
has been suspiluided from
practicing law until July 1.
The Kentucky Bar
Association suspended
Roberts for 90 days after the
state Supreme Court ruled
that he had engaged in un-
professional conduct.
The court said Roberts
represented a client in a
lawsuit while "simultaneously
taking the case of another
client against the first in a





Rich Grove, Dr. Stewart
House and the Shaw House.
The other new listings on the
National Register include
seven sites in Jefferson
County: the Nicholas Eimer
House, the Porter-Todd
House, the S.S. Bush House,
the Whiteside Bakery, the
Hume-Bihof House, Male
High School and the Farnsley-
Moremen House.
Other new listings on the
Register are: the Wooton
Presbyterian Center in Leslie
County; Church of St. Francis
in Paducah; Cadiz Masonic
Lodge No. 121 in Trigg
County; the Bracken County
Infirmary near Chatham; the
Springfield Presbyterian
Church near Sharpsburg; the
L&N Passenger Depot at
Carlisle; Dudderar's Mill near
Stanford; the Kim brough-
Hehr House at Broadwell in
Harrison County and the
Arnold-Woolridge House near
Versailles.
Also added to the register
was an archeological site in
Adair County and the Frank-
fort Commercial District.
The National Register of
Historic Places is an official
list of the nation's resources
worthy of preservation.
Listing on the register
enables property owners to
--apply for federal and state
matching restoration grants




OLD BRIDGE, N.J. (AP) —
Michael Matthews says he
only wanted to liven up his
commencement. But when the
school superintendent reached
out to shake Matthews' hand
and was left holding a plastic
substitute, the students were
the only ones laughing.
Superintendent Patrick
Torre stuffed the hand down
Matthews' back. Vice Prin-
cipal Donald Petzold was so
offended he refused to give the
James C. Hart, M.D.
Announces The Association Of
William G. Hart, M.D.
In The Practice Of
Ophthalmology
Hart Ophthalmology Associates
Medical Arts Building Suite 201







'And school- officials ruled
Monday that Matthews must
publicly apologize to Torre at
a Board of Education meeting
_in July before he can get his
diploma.
Matthews said he would
apologize; he plans to enlist in
the Navy in September as an
electronics specialist and
needs the diploma.
Matthew found the plastic
hand a few months ago at the
Great Adventure Amusement
Park, but didn't come up with
his graduation-stopping plan
until recently.
His Cedar Ridge „High
School classmates egged him
on. After Matthews returned
from the spotlight at the June
17 ceremonies, he became an
instant celebrity.
"Afterward, all the parents
came up to me, patted me on
bark and told me they
enjoyed it," Matth5ws said.
"The only people ho didn't
like it wasp the ad-
ministration."
He said he orfly did it to have
something to remember his
commencement by, and
ded, "I had a $25 bet riding Dr.
it." •
TO THIS. . .
HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
MURRAY BRANCH
6-month or 26-week Money Market Certificates*
sio,000 min. dep.
Rate effeefive: Thursday, June 21 through Wednesday, June 27
Federal regulation prohibit Ike onionadiag of interest deity en this amount.
•Fsdoral regulations require a substantial interest penalty for *only







Here's John Deere dependability at
an economical price. The 65 Rider
features a 5-hp engine, 28-inch cut-
ting5vidth, and a cutting height that
adjusts from 1/2 to 3 inches. Three-
speed transmission lets you match
speed to the job. Rack-and-pinion
steering provides excellent
maneuverability. Controls are color-
coded for easy identification. The 65
also has an uncluttered operator's






cold water are all you
need to put a no-scrub
cleaning machine to
work. Five models with




The new John Deere 111 Lawn Trac-
tor is quick cutting and easy to
operate. It's powered by a synchro-
balanced 11-hp engine for smoother
operation. And it features a wide 38-
inch mower and a 5-speed, shift-on-
the-go transmission. You also get
color-coded controls, padded seat,
and roomy operator's area. Rear
bagger, front blade, and snow
thrower available. See the new 111
toda .
10- to 16-hp Tractors
John Deere 200 Series Tractors
come with 10-, 12-, 14-, or 16-hp
engine. All have 34'2-gallon (U.S.)
fuel tank, built-in headlights, and
variable-speed drive to let you
change ground speeds without clut-
ching. You also get color-coded con-
trols, triple-safety starting, and pad-
ded seat. Mower, front blade, snow
thrower, and rotary tiller available.
Test-drive a 200 Series Tractor soon.
Lawn Sweepers
John Deere Lawn Sweepers clean up
leaves and grass clippings fast. Tow
one behind your riding mower or
lawn tractor and save hours of
raking. Choose from sweeping wid-
ths of 31 or 38 inches. . . capacities of
14 or 19 bushels. Replaceable
polypropylene brushes. Rear-
mounted caster wheels for easy han-




Take the guesswork out
of your grain har-
vesting, drying and
marketing decisions
with the John Deere
Moisture Tester. It's
portable, dependable,
and easy to use. ,
Battery
Chargers
Keep batteries at full
power, boost-start
engines 4rith dead bat-
teries with a John Deere
Charger. Models have
10- to 100-amp charging
power, up to 300- amp
boost.
Hydraulic Jacks
Lift heavy objects the fast and easy way with a
John Deere Hydraulic Jack. (loose from six
sizes — 142 to 20 tons of lift capacity. Pump
piston is self-aligning for up to three times nor-
mal service life. Heavy-walled pressure cylin-
der, heat-treated ram head. Carrying handle in-
cluded on two largest sizes.
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CRO
LIULE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
UZZL 
15. HOME FURNISHINGS 14. MISCELLANEOUS
• I Mn to (lame











10 Manages213 Insect 
11 Seines
21 Guido s lOss 16 Luge e g
note 17 Cougar
21 Rupees 40 Yard parts
iatibr 22 Tantalum -
24 Norse symbol
16 Nebraska 25 Lock Of hair
city 26 Poem
28 Ventilated 27 Nunl outfit
29 Harem 28 Peer'Gynt s
room mother
30 Indonesian 29 Ancient'
32 Let it stand 31,High main
33 Beverage tam
























































































I, James Calvin Paschall,
will not be responsible for
arlY depts other than my OW/1__,






Hear Wed. and Thurs.
Sex in Marriage, 759-














Fire ( County) 753-6952
Foster Parents 753-5362
Hospital  .753-5131
H um. Ats. Com .753-0849
Humane Soc.  759-4141











through the. coopeaption of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns_ Committee.
Readers are urged to clip































3. CARD OF THANKS
WE WANT to thank our
friends, neighbors, and loved
ones, for the flowers, food,
visits, cards and prayers
during the death of our loved
One Glenn Thomas Eaker
Also we want to thank Dr.
Hal Houston, the nurses,
housekeeping department,
and all at the Murray
Calloway County Hospital.
Thanks to Brother John Dale
and Brother Crutchfield for
their words of comfort; to the
Max Churchill Funeral
Home for their kindness and
also to the singers. May God
bless each one of you.
Mother and Brother, Dortha
and Jeff.
5. LOST & FOUND
• NEEDED: SOMEONE to
sew forarvItf before It-twert
after 5 pm and ask for An 
reasonable. Call 753 0061
giving age, experience, etc. 
year .starts. Must be
grocery, experience
please write to Box 32 V.
CASHIER FOR localWrapping
preferred. If interested





Free Gift 6. HELP WANTED 
It's A purse with money and im




Service EverythingCa HomeWe Sell At FheStereo's Stereo's
World of Sound




Pkg. 511 N. I 753-1173



















attention men: If you are a
person with limited op-
portunities in your present
occupation, you can sell and
service an agency with
Lincoln Income Life
Insurance Company and
have the opportunity for
above average compensation
and a good fringe benefit
program No experience
necessary. An equal op-
portunity employer. Call Joe
Williams Hill, (5021 444-6967.
ADDITIONAL HELP
needed. Apply in person,
Jerry's Refinishing and
Custom Built Furniture. Call
for appointment, 492-8837. 
BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
has a permanent part-time
opening, 3 days per week.
Duties include. typirfe 155
words or better); general
off ice duties, public relations
work. A very nice op-
portunity for the right per-
son. Send hand written
resume to Bennett and
Associates, P.O. Box 946,
Murray, KY.
NEED YARD mowed. .C111
753 6711
PEPSI COLA has career
opportunity in sales
managing. We offer you a
chang.ing position with
personal growth potential.
We are head quartered . in
Marion, Illinois with offices
in Tennessee, Arkansas, and
Missouri. Salaries range
from 515,000 to $30,000 plus
fringes and company car;
depending on position, you
are qualified to bill. How you
advance depends on your
own performance and desire
to move ahead. It takes
experience and hard work to
make the grade, only the best
will make it, if this is you,
please submit your resume
to Marion Pepsi Cola Bot_
fling Company, Attention
Vice President Personnel,
P.O. Box 129, Marion, .11_
62959.
WANTED - FARM families
interested in a top notch
major medical group
hospital coverage. Call Steve
Payne, office 753-7273, home
759 1134.
WANTED: SOMEONE to sit
in my home with 2 children,
ages 14 and 5, for occasional
nights out. Must be over 18
with previous' experience.
753-0817.
1. SITUATIONS WANTED 
WANTED: FARM families
interested in a top notch
major medical group
hospital coverage. Call Steve
Payne, office 753-7273, home
759-1134.
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
BEAUTY SHOP for sale.
Call 753-7674.
FOR SALE in Almo, Ken-
tucky: large 2 story bric -
building with stock of
general merchandise, 16
antique showcases, roll-top
desk, and many more fix-
tures. Plenty of room for
living quarters and most any
kind of business. Price is
cheap. 
FOR SALE: Amana upright
freezer, 17 ft., excellent
condition. Call 753 4865.
FOR SALE: Wurlitzer
piano, sofa, matching chair;
kitchen table and chairs;
chest of drawers; other
household accessories. Call
753-0920.
ONE SET of bunk beds, all
wood, used 2 months, real
good condition, $130. Phone
753-6891.
TWO CHEST of drawers for
sale. Phone 753.6249.
I/. FARM EQUIP.
FULL 1 HP electric weed
and grass trimmer, cuts with SHERRI'S SOAP & Shape.
fish line, has automatic line 104 North 13th.
dispenser, $41.99. Wallin Professionally trained and
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee. _equipped for all breed dog





539.99, 569.99, S99.99, 5134.99,
and $149.99 Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris, Tennessee
FOXX FIRE fireplace in.
sert, 6 months old, 5400. Call
753-7716 after 5 pm, 
SLAB WOOD and sawdust




toria No, 200 No peeling, no
coring, and no precooking.




FOR SALE: 21,.2 hp Briggs
lawn edger, Craftsman 10"
radial arm saw. Craftsman
6" jointer, a Rockwell
electric miter saw., and a
window fan. 753-3129 after 5
pm.
OR SALE: One Caterpillar
6-C dozer, power shift,
ydraulic blade. One HO-11
ç.. power shift, hydraulic
bla e. Days, 753 8868,
evenings 753-3470,
GAS POWERED weed and
grass trimmer, uses fishing
line, 31c c engine, .auton34.14„.




regulation size pool table and








& Pe  rgitrol3014
26. TV-RADIO
17" GE COLOR t.v., used 3
enontn's, $200 firm. Call 753.
7735.
25 INCH RCA t.v., also a
Philco console stereo, both in
excellent condition. 753-4865
WANTED: , RESPONSIBLE
party to assume small
monthly payment on 25"
color t.v. under warrenty.
yk4sta- used La.'s- Ci_dYton'S 3
& B Music, 753 7575. 
27. MOB. HOME SALES 
1972 ATLANT)C, 12x50,
FURNISHED with patio
deck, air conditioned. Really
nice. $3900. 436-2430.
1973 MORGAN DOUBLE
wide mobile home. 3
bedroom, 2 full baths. Call
753-5002.
1971 MORGAN MOBILE
 home, 12x60, all electric,
- • Priced to sell. Call 437.4816
24. MISCELLANEOUS
ALUMINUM STEP ladders,
4 ft., $18.79; 5 ft., 519.99, 6 ft.,
$21,99; 8 ft., $39.99; extension
ladders, 14 ft , $28.138; 16 ft.,
$31.88; 20 ft., 545.99; 24 ft.,
559.99; 28 ft., 570.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee.
BATHTUBS 5' STEEL,















OWN YOUR own retail
apparel shop. Offer the latest
in jeans, denims and spor-
tswear $14,850 includes
beginning inventory, fixtures
and training. Open in as little
as 2 weeks anywhere in
U.S.A. (Also intents and
childrens shop). Call Sue,
Toll Free 1 -800-87.1-4780. 
12. INSURANCE
'WANTED: FARM families
interested in a top. notch
major medical -group
hospital coverage. Call Steve
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753-0489 S1011.0 01 WWII
14. WANT TO BUY
GOOD USED mattress and
box springs to fit double bed
Evenings Coll 436 2438.
JUNK CARS deliver or will
. pick up. Call 474-8854 or 527
1315.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
14 FOOT JON boat; 25" color
t.v.; Royal typewriter. 753
9340.
FOR SALE: Long Chief self
propelled 'lawn mower, used
one season,. over stuffed
chair, antique type, 3 piece
solid mahogany bedroom
suite with mattress and




FOR SALE: 220 vott air
conditioner, $50; wheel




dition. can 753 0129
NICE BEDROOM suite with
box springs and mattress,
alSo miscellaneous items
753 6790, Wednesday between
3 pm and 8 pm or Thursday 7
am til noon.
SALON HYDRAULIC chiir,
5100. Other furniture for sale
also. 7530061.
WE BUY and sell used air




Stove, and stool; metal bin,
3.831/7'; whirlpool foot bath;
bath tub whirlpool; back
heat massager; t.v. sports
game. Excellent condition
753-1817.
FOUR HOMES UNDER CONSTRUCTION
e1'
Look what you can move into for under $35,000. A
brand new home in WestWoodSubdivision. Ideal
for a small family or a retirement homy. Two
bedrooms, bath, great room, kitchen with dining
area, utility, single car garage, central heat and
air. Select your colors and move into your choice
by Mid July. Naturally, the yards will be leveled,
and sown. Shrubs will be added.
Year round lake home on a tree filled lot in
Panaroma Shores. Beautiful verTiCle cedar
siding. Built in kitchen featuring range, dish-
washer, refrigerator, disposal and lazy susan.
Deck across the full length of the house for great
outdoor living in the summer and a wood burning
fireplace for winter. Call Purdom and Thurman
753-4451 today and let us give you a tour.
Want a master bedroom big enough for an easy
chair and your own T.V. Try this ont, it is 12'x
20. Add two other roomy bedrooms, plus living
room, separate dining room, family room, two
baths, a dream kitchen, large patio all this on
more than an acre lot just a short distance from
downtown - Priced in the $60's.
3 adjoining lake lots in Deerwood Estates $2,200-
$2,300.
2 adjoining wooded lots,
Cypress Springs $4,500,
ft lots in Preston Heights
utilities - Priced to sell.
plus traitor near
with underground








.;...544V11 GUIs 751 IISSI
SUSI' WIlLS /53 ISIS
14I.r5b4., Muhl lisiong Service end Nur: ("vriv lied of 'Whom
Rh
conditioners. Call 753 4333.
27. MOB. HOMq SALES 
1975 DOUBLE WIDE on 2
acre lot, central air, well and
large garage, located in
Kirksey Call 489-2248 after 5
Pm-
1973 GUERDON, 12 X..(.41J,
underpinned and tied down,
all electric, furnished
Priced to sell at 53195 Cali
753-2762.
1978 MODEL 12x65 PARK
Villa Call 1 247 4840 or 753
7388
TRAILER FOR sale 436 2625
or 474 2226
21. MOB. HOME RENTS
MOBILE HOME for rent.
One bedroom. 3 miles east of
Murray. 753,5793.
12x60 TRAILER FOR rent at
Dill's Trailer Court, located
at the Murray Drive-In
Theatre entrance.
12. APTS. FOR RENT
FURNISHED APART-
MENTS, one or two
bedroom, Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th. 
NICE FURNISHED apar-
tment, single only. Inquire
100 South 13th Street.
ONE BEDROOM apartment
Stove, refrigerator, water
furnished. Located in Lynn
Grove $80 per month. Call
753 7874.
THREE ROOM apartment,
electric heat, air con,
ditioned, evailable July 1st.
Call 753-2736;' Ronald W
Churchill. •
TWO BEDROOM brick
apartment, $165 per month
married couples preferred
No pets. Call 753-6931 after 5
Pm.
TWO BEDROOM, water and 33. ROOMS FOR RENT
garbage pickup furnished,
one mile from city limits. $85
per month. Phone 253 5405
after 6 pm.
29. HEATING & COOLING
110 VOLT AIR conditioner, 4
years old, $100. Phone 753- 34. HOUSES Fok-RENT
3685.
ROOM FOR rent in large
house. Kitchen privilages,
washer and dryer. 2 blocks
from University. $65 per
month all utilities paid 753
4140 or 436-2411.
FOUR BEDROOM house for
TWO 110 VOLT window air rent. Call Robert Wiggins
753-4566.
36. RENT OR LEASE - 77. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
WHEAT STRAW in the field.
Call 489 2303N
Office *aerie' for I
rent. Call 753-
7618 after 5:00.





Ideal for storing house
full ef furniture, cars,
antiques, business
overflows, etc. Phone




Schnauzers, 6 weeks, 5100.•
Before 9, after 5,437 4242.
40. PRODUCE
RER POTATOES for sale, 12





Large or small give us






YARD SALE, rain or shine.
Saturday 8 am til 2 Om, 106
South 12th Street. ,eurtains,.
bed spreads, trinkets, odds
and ends. Cheap.
WE'RE MAKING YOU'
FEEL AT MOPE WITH
OUR NEW LISTINGS
GEM IN A PERFECT SETTING! ... /
It is a pleasure to show you the outstandiui
features of this 4 BR. tri-level. Efficient floor
plan includes family-sized kitchen, dining room
with china cabinet, family room with built-in
bookcases and fireplace, built in desks and
vanities in bedrooms, large master bath with
dressing area. Don't postpone happiness, come
see.
Dust Off Your Dreams...Get ready for real
family_ living in this spacious 3 bedroom wood
and brick home. Lovely entry separates
bedroom and Hiring areas. Decorated with
wallpaper and soft colors through-out. Open
. house Sunday July 1 from 2 to 4. Call 753-1492
today,
• 41V-12sic
Starting out? This neat 3 bedroom home is ideal
for newlyweds or retired couple' Large
fireplace in living room. Lots of other features so
call 753-1492.
Live in the woods' Awake to the happy "Good
Morning" of the birds and the squirrels in this
rustic western cedar home. 3 bedrooms and 1
bath plus lots of extras on 24 acre rn/1 plus a 40 x
50 barn with lights and electricity. Look to your
future and call now.
Invest in the best' Looking for an investment
promising good returns? Look no further. Apart-
ment house with 2 bedrooms up and 2 bedrooms
down. Rake in the money when they widen 12th
Street. Zoned B-4. Call 753-1492.
For yourql6enience
OPEN FRIDAY until 8 P.M.
Saturday 9:00-5:00 P.M.
Suinterand after hours by appointment
In the good Ole Summer Time. sitting on your
sun porch with your feet propped up sipping iced
tea enjoying your new waterfront home with
panoramic view of Kentucky Lake.. living room
with fireplace for long winter evenings, kitchen
with bar for easy clean-ups. .2 car garage for
your cars and dock for your boats. Recently
redecorated. .2.5 acre m/1 with 310' lake fron-
tage. Buy now and appreciate for years to come.
For your money's worth of charm, living area
and tasteful decorations ask about Country Char-
mer...Large bedrooms, decoratiVe bath, eat-in
kitchen and dining room, fireplace in living
• room. Mid 30's.
Ruggedly Handsome.. Distinctive 3 bedroom
wood and brick contemporary.. .entry hall leads
to great room with cathedral ceiling, country kit-
chen and dining area with beamed ceiling and in-
direct lighting, loft hideaway for sewing room or
study...2 baths...refreshing design accented by
rustic siding. Just on the market, call now.
Green acres with a touch of country.. .2 bedroom
mobile home. clean-up shop and kt acre m/1
fenced.. Located southwest of town. See by
calling 753-1492.
'CRAZY CLYDE plunks out more money each
month on rent than his total monthly house
--payment would be if he bought this two bedroom
home. Don't be a Crazy Clyde. Extras include a
priv4te• fenced backyard, dishwasher, washer,
dry*, and low utility bills. •
...We're AlnIiint You Feel At Nome
1200 Sycamore
Amos McCarty - 753-2219 Brenda 401101 - 753-8221
Sandra McKinney - '753-6352 Glenda Smith- 753-1199
Loretta Jobs - 753-6079 Judy Johnston - 137-1116
753-1492
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
FOR SALE: baby bed 'An
9009 Condition. Call 753.484
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
41: PUBLIC SALES
MOVING SALE, (everything
.must po). Jeans, 1•Shirt5,
men, women, baby and teen
clothing, furniture, linens,
antique dishes and bottles,
pickrds, vacuum cleaner
and rrive(laneous goodies.
Friday and Saturday 8 til 5,
1307 Kirkwood Drive:
TWO PARTY garage sale,
Friday and Saturday, June
29th and 30th, 108 North 7th, 8
til?. Large variety of items.
41. PUBLIC SALES
GARAGE SALE at WilliarnS
Body Shop, Industrial Road,
open every Friday and
Saturday, new items every
week.
GARAGE SALE. Furniture
and stuff Pottertown Road
around S curve to Rolling
Acres Trailer Park, last two
trailers on left. Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday
YARD SALE, Saturday 7:30
til 3 1108 Main
Spring House Cleaning
Special
Walls, windows, floors and carpets. Free estimates.




MEI OFFICE NOUNS Closed All Day Wed.
: Monday-Friday 7.; a0-rloon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
'Price of
RAIRCUT $2.11 PRICE SNAVE $1.15
''tor lienyigui & hoe. vas plare <AR 7'53-3U3 ••• Owy Nkomo Rotary EWA %nice
BIBLE FACTS FREE STORE
BENEFIT AUCTION
Saturday, June 30th, 1 p.m.
cherry Corner Pottertown Road next to Hick's Cemetery. Everyone Is in-
Vfted to come out and enjoy an afternoon of fun and help a good
cause...The Oak Grove Singers featuring Jimmy Key and the key Notes
will entertain. Anyone having anything to donate will receive a tax deduc-
fable receipt. Call 759-4600. Please call as soon as possible. so we can ad-
vertise your ita•ns. All proceeds go for food,isecbcine and imbues for theseedy. Antiques. jewelry, records, tools, radios. guitar, quilt, afaghan,opod portable bldgs.
HOUSE OF OLE
Expert Furniture Stripping and Refinishing
1-527-7941
Open from 8-5. Free Pickup and Delivery
'..200 N. Main Benton, Kentucky
•
Professional position available
. with local Girl Scout Agency.
Skills and experience in human
relations, community involvement
and working with volunteers help-
ful. College degree preferred.
Equal Opportunity Employment.
Send resume to:
Kentuckiana Girl Scout Council
Bear Creek Service Center







June 29th, 8 5 pm, 520 South
6th
BIG CARPORT sale, lots of
clothes, lamp, rocker, large
picture, flowers ;718
Magnolia, Friday and
Saturday, 8 til ?.
CARPORT SALE, Saturday,
June 301h, 8 am 1114 pm, 819
North 19th
CARPORT SALE Thrusday
and Friday, Saturday until





adults clothes, many other
aems Friday and Saturday,
June 29th and 30th, 8 am til 5











South Fulton Tenn •
APPROXIMATELY 60
ACRES for sale Located in
North Calloway county
Over 1000 feet of road
frontage with 20 30 acres
tendable. Will make a good
cattle farm or tax shelter
while you improve your
investment. Priced a?















range. All new wiring
& plumbing. Terrific
Buy -$32,000.
30 tendable acres M/L,
West of Murray, neat 3
BR., home, elec. 'heat,.
carpet, large family
rm. Over 1,000 fron-
tage on 94 W. High
50's.
Warehouse, 3 floors in-
cluding basement.





175 ACRES LOCATENO only
one half mile from Kentucky
Lake Tendable land that has
been in beans, some young
timber, eight acre lake
Located on good road only
one mile form blacktop about
five miles southeast of New
Concord. Offered at less than
$400 per acre. Owner
financing available. John C
Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
Sycamore St., Murray, 753-










homes - all price
ranges! We have
several new listings in
the $30's. Beat the in-
flation crunch with an
investment in a new
and more comfortable
• 'Home for Living."
Phone 753-1222, Kop-
perud Realty for full-'
time Real Estate Ser-
vice
43. REAL ESTATE
WHEN MONEY *elks to you,
does it say "goo.: bye"? Stop
it going, keep growing by
investing in this apartment
house. 2 bearoons up and 2
bedrooms down Can today








43. REAL ESTATE   43. REAL ESTATE 
75 ACRES ROW crop farm
land plus 3 bedroom farm
house, stock barn, 2 tobacco
barns, new tool stied and
stripping room, new septic
system All fenced, plus a
small wood lot. Highway
frontage on two blacktop
roads located between
Midway and Hazel Call the
real estate professionals at
Guy Spann Realty, 753,7724.
THANK GOD, I'm a country
girl! Waiting for My countryboy to come home to help me
my parcien! When the timeis right to put up fresh
vegetables, I have a farce
kitchen to work in and aScenic setti4—Enjoy place for my freezer. See this
the marvelou.s view of four bedroom brick today,
located just minutes fromKy. Lake from -thi.5 —town. Call 753 1492...0fferedlovely lake home. byiLoretta Jobs Realtors. 
Living roam and 'WATER'FRONT LOTS. We
have several waterfront lotsformal dining room for sale Thesis - -1444—areplus family rOOln with, wooded and slope 4éntly ki
water. They are cateclFranklin. fireplace,
the Pine B144)1FI re3 andCentral heat and air read i for that waterfroiplus all appliances, home you have &Iwo*
wanted.
759.1707. Nelscul "Shrt C''
Large lake- view lot 











8 Unit apartment building, in good con-







wooded 142 acres on
Kentucky Lake. Ex-
cellent location with
lots of shady oaks and
easy water access.
This is truly a choice
parcel and Priced at
$19,500. Phone Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222





Will be closed July 2, 3 & 4 for vacation.





ming...This and much more
fun games when you pur
chase a well built 8 room
home in Panorama Shores





your vacationing guests or
for added rental income. Call
the real estate professionals
at Guy Spann Realty, 753
7724. 41.-697).
NEW LISTINGS! A perfect
lminning for young tomtit
or- easy living for retired
folks. 2 bedroom mobile+
home on 1 acre m I with lots
of trees plus outside
storage. .We also have a 2
bedroom mobile home on V,
acre ml with 29x23
shop.. hook up already for
second mobile home. For
more information call 753-
)492 Offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors
43. REAL ESTATE
We have people in-
terested in locating in
the Murray-Calloway
County area. List your














one mile from city
lintips. Priced in the
$30's hone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222. We
are merIbçrs of the
Multiple Ultjng Ser-
vice.
'We fou a our new
same place we sold our old one.
In the Gallen-, Of Homes:'
.11
- - --• - - - -- --A COUPLE TALKS
ABOUT BUYING AND
• SELLING HOMES -._. , _
"Over the -years. we have
. .......... .Stayed with Gallery of
WWI Homes bec9use we're sold
On the Gallery Tethod and




interest and the ot!-,• i., money Matters
"And today, Mcg I,'"
ever, that's the kind
estate help we neecl
For nearly 3 Vears
allery Of 4-4o es brokers
have been helf,ing more
rind more pebple buy.andsell their hoines Next t,rne


















NO W SHO WING AT KOPPERUP REALTY
* ALL IN THE FAMILY
:Perfect family home with three bedrooms, 11,2bath, den with fireplace, fenced yard and lovely..., covered deck for those outdoor cookouts. You'll
74'' love the landscaping too. Double-wide paved




* Check out this sharp home that offers its new
viL, owner a fresh start in comfortable living. Charm
and personality abound in this home-located on
Jlt Olive Street and pnced at $30,080. Phone our of-
* lice for all the detaiLs.
BONANZA
Over 2500 sq. ft. in this newly decorated sixbedroom home near the University. Perfect for
the large family with teenagers. Four bedrooms
and one bath upstairs and two bedrooms and 11/2
baths down. Formal dining room, living room,
family room and large patio for summer en-
tertainment. Priced in the 50's.
GREEN ACRES
Beautiful Colonial ho rnt and 2 acres that has
more special features than you can imagine. All
rooms are spacious, with 4 bedrooms, 31/2 baths,
living rpcm, family room, kitchen and a large 19'x 27 game thorn. Other features include 2 heating
and cooling systems, fireplace, central vacuum
system, automatic garage door opener, and two
redwood decks. All of the will add to your total
indoor enjoyment and your warm weather
relaxation.
LET'S MAKE A DEAL
Three bedroom home with fireplace, attached
garage with breezeway and located one mile
from city limits. Priced in the $30's. Phone Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222. We are members of the
Multiple Listing Service.
This home has lots of rool0 with three bedrimins'
THE PRICE IS RIGHT
living room, dining room, kitchen and largeutility room, yet it is economically priced in the
$30's. Located on quiet street within city limits.
...I •
SEARCH FOR TOMORROW
Your dream home can be yours today with this
spacious custom-built home on two water front
lots. Huge wooden deck overlooks Kentucky
Lake. Located in restricted-subdivision, this
rustic contempory home has 3 fireplaces, and
many, many special features. Phone today for
all the information on this exclusive home.
COMING HOME
Think of coming home to this extremely at-
tractive 3 bedroom brick home. Move right in
this home and begin beating the rent habit. Mid
30's.
Call our office for complete preview of all
homes listed •for sale through the Murray











This oldie but goodie is a renovated 4 BR. home *
fresh on the market. Full basement with wood IC
burning stove and workshop area, fireplace on
main floor. Lots of elbow room for $33,900. JR'
Unlease yourself and phone Kopperud Realty, *
753-1222.
POP GOES THE COUNTRY
If you like a quiet, relaxed atmosphere, you'll
like this 3 bedroom brick home and four acres *
just listed. Extremely well built with very low ILutility bills. 3 bedrooms, 11/2 baths, beautifulliving room and kitchen with nice largebedrooms. Located northwest of Murray and 3priced at only $42,500.
"WE CAN HELP YOU
BUY OR SELL A HOME
ANYPLACE IN CALLO WAY COUNTY
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Soul" 1 71 h el Sycjrvo..
T E L EPHONE 75 3 1651
An inexpensive week-
end fetreat can be
years with the pur-







IV/ - S-TOR-Y- 3 BEDROOM
hOme with central gas heat,
range and -dishwasher,
carpet, basement, locatec
only two miles from the city
limits on 11 tendable acres
Owner will consider trade for
small house in town Call







903 Doran Road. Just
call for an ap-
pointment to see this 3
BR home that's on the
market for the first






heat & central electric
air. There's over 2,050









• Pitt*, lt Pump
• Stool bracing
• Sun dock.
• Lily Pad Skimon•r
• Neatly Gauge Vinyl Liner
• Pool Ladder






Great Savings ON 22 MODELS
CALL NOW!
(502) 966-4258r   ,PENGUIN POOLS
WU F••• weary Bawl I. 1114. 1.••••••1111, If
••••• ••• .p.mr • ..........•...... ••111.
•••• 
••••••1  Will• 
0. VON •• 






Saturday, June 30, 1979 1:00 p.m.
Location: Home of the Late Mr. and Mrs. freeman
Cretcher on Paris and Mayfield Hwy. Only short drive
of Paris. Signs will be on property.
. ANTIQUE FURNITURE, MISC.
ITEMS, TOOLS, ETC...-1,4,„
I-Recliner, 1-Antique living room suite, 3 piece an-
tique dining set, 2-Figurines, Coffee table & end
tables, 1-Pewter teapot, 1-Sears automatic washer
& dryer, 1-Color T.V. set, Hobnail glass, nice
bedroom suites, 1-hospital walker,. picture frames,
1-ent1que dresser, 1-pressure cooker, 1-rollaway
bed, 2-butter dish sets, assortment of rugs, 1-nice
piano & seat, 1-chafr, Roseville pottery, Milkglass
vase, L.Z. Boy recliner, antique floor lamps, 1-wood
ice box, antique sewing machine, wall mirror, 1-16
ft. freeter, 1-large refrigerator & freezer, lots of
dishes, pots & pans, dehumidifier, new sink,
sausage mill, 2-lanterns, 1-wicker rocker. 1-very
rare solid cooper tub washing machine, appx. 100
yrs. old. Special Mention: 5 speed drill press and
many other hand tools too numerous to mention.
BOGARD REALTY &
AUCTION CO.
I ink North of Dover, Tn. on Hwy. 79
615-232-5150
Announcement day of sole will hove precedence over
printed matter
Auctioneers:
Ed 'Bogie" Bogard, lit. 548
Dover, Tn. 232-6221









F OR SALE by &net.: Lot 1/2
miles east of Murray, on
900d road and 500 ft of High-
way 94. City water, no
restrictions, not in a sub-
division. Call Bob Futrell 753-
7668 days and 753-2394 nights 
FOR SALE by owner: Lot for
mobile home with septic
tank, water and driveway:
Located in Baywood Vista
subdivision on Kentucky
-Lake . Immediate
_possession! Call Bobby at
753-7668 deli or mots 753-
I I PI I I 1: I 
FOR SALE by owner: 12
acres of good building land in
Paris, Tennessee. 642,5474. 
LAKE LOTS for sale by
owner lake front and lake
view. Several to choose from
on Kentucky Lake and lake
Barkley. Terms available.
Call James or Bob Futrell at
Murray, KY, 753-7668 or 753-
2394. 
45. FARMS FOR SALE 
PERFECTLY LOCATED on
Graves-Calloway County
line, - 78 acres more or less
with 3 bedroom house, 5
outbuildings and 21/2 acres
fire-cured tobacco. Good
cattle or crop farm. Call
Barger Realty, Mayfield,
Ky, (502) 247-2,421. 
46. HOMES FOR SALE 
A NEW 4 bedroom house
with all 'extras, including_
fireplace, GE built-in kitchen
appliances, 21,2 baths, 13
closets, 2 car garage, formal
dining, eat-in kitchen, and
heat pump. Prestigious
neighborhood. Price is right.
753-3903. 
FOR SALE by . owner: 3
bedroom, 2 bath brick house
with 5 acres on 641 North, 8
miles out of Murray. Large
den and living room, garage,
utility. Mid 150's. Call 753.









house. 602 Vine St. Call
753-9924 anytime.
HOUSE FOR sale by owner,
in Westwood Subdivision: 3
bedroom, 1 1 -7 baths, built-ins,
..double car garage, central
heat and air, with apart-
ment. Low 560's. 753-6274 
HOUSE WITH 10 acres of
ground, 3 bedrooms, bath,
living room, dining room,
kitchen, central heat and air.
527-1764, Euin 
LOVELY THREE bedroom
beicjc home. Heated garage,
family room, large living
Mom, storage building and
more. Ideal location for
tummy near Murray --High.
Low S40's.rtall today after 4
pm, 753-6245. 
NICE TWO bedroom frame
house,--priced in teens. Call
753-0659. 
47. MOTORCYCLES 
FOR SALE or trade on 4






brown, 1800 miles. $4200. 753-
9537.
OHC 750 Yamaha. 1976 250
YZ. Call 753.6754. 
48. AUTO. SERVICE 
CAR BATTERIES. 24 month
guarantee, $22.88; 36 month




-FOUR TIRES tor- sate. 2
Goodyear tractors Al's and
2, 15 inch white walls, on
chrome spoke wheels. Phone
753 1932 after 6 pm. 
TRUCK LOAD tire sale. The
wide ones with raised white
letters, G 70x14" or 15",
$29.79 and $2.90 FET; G
60x14", $36.65 andS3.17 FET;





t9',1 Uried Feature Syndicate, Inc
'YOU WERE WITH ME AT THESUPE RKET. WHERE 019 THE-70.63 GO ?"
sit AUTO. SERVICE 
TRUCK LOAD truck tire
sale, highway tread, 700x15",
$28.98. and $2.95 FET;
750x16, 8-ply, $37.75 and $3.74
FET. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee. 
TRUCK LOAD tire sale, 4 ply
polyester premium grade
white wall 7 rib with 12-32
tread.__CleRtilL__&70x)-3.-1"3-9and $1.72 FET;
$22.63 and $2.20 FET;
F78x14", $23.40 and $2.32
FET, G78x14" or 15", S25.39
and $2.54 FET; 14178x15",
$27.52 and $2.76 FET;














Call 354-8047 after 5
1974 BUICK ELECTR`A., best
offer. Call 759-1855. 
1973 CHEVY CAPRI
Classic, 350 motor, powC\5>
steering, power brakes, air
conditioning, AM FM radio.
$1800 or best offer. Phone 759-
1147.
1979 CUTLASS SUPREME,
24 mpg, save $2500, private.
753-4953 or 759-40135. . 
1970 CHEVELLE MALIBU,
new paint with SS stripes, 350
motor with 4-speed, radial
tires with ET wheels, $850.













FOR SALE: 1978 Toyota SRS
Coupe. Call after 5 Pm, 753-
0191. 
FOR SALE: 1974 Vega
Hatchback, automatic with
sport wheels. 436-5524. , 
FOR SALE: 1973 Firebird
Formula, low mileage, good
condition. 1565 Oxford Drive,
Canterbury. Phone 753-1864. 
FOR SALE: 1971 Firebird
ormula, new tires, new
nt, good condition. Call
after 4 T
1977 e EMLI N. 1971 BUICK
Skylark, fair condition. Call
753 7629.









pne Mile on 94 East
Mon-Sat. 9 to 5
Sun. 1 to 6 \\
AUCTION
- Satqune 30, 1979
Location - On Hwy. 121/Between Stella and Coldwater.
ITIrSelling househo furnishings, car and truck, and











1977 MONTE CARLO, black
with red interior. Perfect





1974 Buick Regal, ea•
cellent condition, air,
AM-FM radio, must sell:
Call after 5, 753-9964.
Will consider reasonable
offer.
1977 MONTE CARLO, two
tone blue, low mileage, $3750.
Phone 753 8606 before 5 pm. 
1969 OLDSMOBILE, GOOD
condition. Call after 5 pm,
753-6961. .?-
1940LDS. $757538552 
10. USEri TRUCKS. 
1977 _ . CHEVROLET 4.
WHEEL drive step side
truck, VS automatic, lots of
extras. Call 1354291 after
5:30.
FOR RESULTS




or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753 5827 or
-955-8085. 
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips_ Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753.9490 or Bob Kemp 435-
4343.
1975 FULLY CUSTOMIZED_
Dodge van. Has velvet
curtains, icebox, ports-bed,
couch, wheels. 8-track, all
the extras. Plus has a slant
six engine which is real
economical. $3700 or will
trade. Phone 36217.
1977 FORD S ORT wheel
base-, silver, automatic,
perfect condition. Call 753-
7108 or 753-681)2. 
FOR SALE: -1973 Chevy
pickup truck, extra nice, AM-
FM 8-track, air and power.
Call frcur 8 til 5, 753-5201 or
after 5 pm, 753,4691. 
FOR SALE or trade on 4
wheel drive. 1968 Chevy a•
ton pickup, good condition.
753-7490. 
1975 GMC PICKUP, $2000.
753-7477.
51. CAMPERS 
14 FOOT TRAVEL trailer
(camper). $1200. 753-8451. 
FOR SALE. 1976, 24 ft. self
contained, air conditioned,
awning, in good condition.
Phone 753-7304. 
27' VEGA TRAVEL trailer,
like new, has everything on
it, deluxe model. 54500. Call
753-9920. 
52. BOATS &MOTORS 
FOR SALE: Bass boat, 1977
Hydro-Sports, 168 VEE, 150
hp Mercury, fully equipped
for fishing. Call 1.2 3804. 
GLASTRO ALK-
THROUGH ' hie tape.
1975 115 hp Evinrude, Moody
tilt trailer, $2600. 767.4252 or
see at 602 College Courts.
17' . CHALLENGER BASS
boat, 115 hp Johnson motor,
, custom trbiler, ektellent
`1,(4,7d92it3i5on with extras. Call
JET BOAT, 1976 Mantra, 18.6
ft., low profile, 455 Olds,
5.4800. 345-2747. 
SALE • LAST chancel New
111,21 foot Snark Wildflower
sailboat. 5400. 753-5534. 
StLVERLINE 16 FOOT Tri-
hull, 75 hp Johnson Stinger
motor! plus trailer, all 76
mo. $3000 firm. Call 489-




roofing, insurance work. Call
Murray Remodeling'. 753-
5167. - 
BYARS 'BROTHERS & Son-
General home remodeling
framing, aluminum sidin
gutters, and roofing. Cal 1
395 4967 or 1-362-4895. 
BUSHHOGING AND /yard
work. Call 753-6123. -
BINICLEY qON.
STRUCTION. No job too.
large, no job too all. FeHrighe.
_quality wor
estimates. CalV 753 6969 or
753.4124 and a9( for Mark. 
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
steps, tree estimates. 753-5
CAReNTERS
AVA ABLE, quality work,
r nable prices. Call for
mates, 7.53-9987 atter 4:30
ARPET CLEANING, at
/ reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2771. 
COLLEGE STUDENT out
for summer will do odd jobs.
Good light carpenter,
painting, have own tools. Will
do lawn work, experienced at
farm work. Call Bob at 767-
4788
DOG GROOMING. t All
breeds. By appointment.
Pick up and delivery. Connie
Lampe, 46-2510. 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now Call Sears 753-23)0 for
free estimates for your
needs. 






remodeling, also new hOmeS





My goal is to be there











753-2310 for free estimates. 
HOME REPAIRS; exterior
and interior painting, car-
pentry- work, small
masonary jobs, decks and




references. Call 753-1486 and
ask for Shelley.  .
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high





patching, also seal coating.
Phone 753-1537.
$3. SERVICES OFFERED _
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guarenteed
Call or write Morgan Con
struction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 12001, or






FREE! VERY cute 4/2 Irish
Setter puppies_ poi 7.53-497
after 4:30 pm 
ST. WANTED 
WANTED Fit‘RM families
interested in a top notch
major medical group •
hospital coverage Call Steve
Payne, office 753 7273, home
759-1134. 
WANTED HOUSE near
campus for college girls, 3 to
4 bedrooms Excellent




bedroom home on lo110 X 150 located a
anorama Shores. Has living room, kit
then, utility and halW13-edrooruS newt







Floored and ready. tip to 12 x 24. Also born style of-
fices, cottages, mole home ad-ons, and patios or U -
BUILD, pre-cut coittpletely ready to assemble up to 24




repair. Parts. New and u •
lawn mowers. 718 S 4th. a'asf
service. 753-7400.
K & K CONSTRUC ION
Concrete fini ing:
driveways, porches patios
and sidewalks. 75 -7506 or
753-7619.
LICENSED EL TRICIAN
and gas install ion, will do
plumbing, he and air
conditioning. all 753-7203.
LAKE LAN* mo ile homes,
service nd transport
company, /527-3897, Benton,
Kr' Moifile homes moved
anywhefe in Kentucky.
Lisenc d and insured.
MST HELL .BLACKTOP-
PIN , driveways and small
jo a speciality, also pat-
c ng and- seal coating. 753-
ODD JOBS done. Call 753-
6969 or 753-4124 and ask for
Mark. 
ROOFING, REMODELING,
painting interior and ex-
terior. Anything to-do..with
carpentary we can do it.
Reasonable rates. 20 years
experience. Senior Citizens
diScount. Phone 753-2418, 8
am til 9 pm* 
WILL 11AUL driveway white.
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
Pea gravel. Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson,
753-6761 or 753-4545. 
WILL bort plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling 'around. the










uthorized Briggs and Strata.
on Dealer
Work Preformed On:
Lawnmowers, tillers, and minor repair on Johnson
and Evinrude outboard motors up to 35 hp, and
chain saws.
Sales and Service On Atlas
Lawnmower's & Tillers
PHONE 492-8519

















and all the things you want in ahome for your
family' You'll 'find it all in this spacious, 3
bedroom, 2 bath contemporary brick ranch
home. Inviting court entrance lends a special
welcome to your friends. Beamed ceiling great
rm. WThreplace, Targe dining rm., hitge walk-in
closets, designer kitchen, 2 car garage, heat
pump.. only a few of the many reasons why this
home should be on the top of your must see list.





Select A Newly Listed Home From Our Spring Showcase
"Professional Services With The Friendly Touch"
HOUSE SENSE
Tastefully decorated throughout, this 3 BR. 11-2
bath B.V., will please you large kitchen-family
rm., living rm. newly carpeted & painted
Draperies included. In quiet neighborhood, good.
residential area. Professionally landscaped
Low 40's.
COUNTRY. ARI sCRT
This lovely 2 story chAllenges comparison. On a
beautiful 1 acre wooded lot not far from city. The
luxurious features abound-large entry, den
w/fireplace, country kitchen, formal dining rm.,
4 bedrooms, 2 baths, central vacua:), intercom,
Kohler birthday bath. See this-one soon.
SERVING THE ENTIRE PURCHASE AREA





One of the finest, most luxurious homes in
Murray. Located in exciting Gatesboro. From
the lighted fountaia in the entry courtyard to the
modern suana in the basement. Upstairs &
Downstairs, uniqueness, quality dr spaciousness
abounds. This 5 bedroom, 6 bath prestigious
home will captivate you. Breathtaking details,
yet with over 7,5® sq. ft. its very economically
heated with central gas. Tree-studded 1 acre lot,
beautifully landscaped, complete with tennis









Central Winters Section '
LOUISVILLE — More than
30 recommendations adopted
Thursday by the Governor's
Advisory Council on Tourism
will have far-reachingliffeets,
according to Hank Lindsey,
who becomes corrunissioner of
the newly-formed Department
of Tourism on July 1.
The recommendation en-
courage • extensive tourism
promotion, development and
research. "The actions taken.
today will determine the
course of tourism in the next





Smith sai& the recom-
mendations will be in--
- .cprporated into a report by the
Department of Tourism and
presented to the governor.
Four subcommittees prepared
The recommendations for the
'council, which consists of
public and private -tourism
representatives who serve at
the request of the governor.
Specific recommendations





'LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Thomson R. Bryant, associate
director emeritus of the
Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice at the University of
Kentucky, died early Monday
morning. He was 94. .
Bryant, a Fayette County
native, joined the university
agriculture staff in 1908, and
was placed in charge of the
▪ -newly formed extension
service in 1910. He retired
from the post in 1955, but
continued to maintain an
offiee at the university.
Bryant received his
bachelor's and master's
degrees from UK, and was
center on the school's
basketball team from 1904-06.
He is survived by his sons,
Dr. Thomson R. Bryant Jr., a
Lexington surgebn; and
William C. Smith of Louisville.
Funeral arrangements were
incomplete Monday.
















programs and development of
a regional tourism package
that appeals to foreign
markets. A review and con-
tinuation of the cooperative
advertising fund was also
F her tourism develop-
ment was encouraged through
use of federal funding
programs, investment of state




consider the feasibility of a





probably has thelongest way
to go."
A Polfcy statement adopted
by the council called .for a
research division that is free
from external pressures and
will provide regular
dissemination of *•tresearch
findings to private businesses.
In an opening address,
former Gov. Louie B. Nunn
said, "Kentucky has a greater
potential* in the area of
tourism than it liks had in the
past few years.", Excellent
state parks and accessibility
to a large segment of the
United States' population





Next time you get the urge to
play around in fotorida
ComePto Daytona's Castaway,
the state's most complete play-
ground for singles and families
alike. Check these features. t•
E 650 t.t. on Beach & Ocean
• 300 Rooms, Efficiencies,
Suites & Apartments
E Restaurant & Lounge
E Night Club, Dancing &
Entertainment
2 2 Pools. Kiddie Pool &
Playground
ri Volleyball & Shuffleboard
Basketball, Game Room
E Sauna. Exercise Rooms
Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
t Color TV & Refrigerator
E Tennis & Golf _Pzivileges
• 65 Miles- to Disney World
Daily door-to-door Bus
Service_ available
E Free chaise lounges
C7 Ample self,parking
Come play in our playground.
its Daytona's most complete




z)7;5 S. Atlantic Ave:.
0 Box 7437
I Daytona Beach._  Fla 32016
Ph (904) 255-6461
(.. please send new color
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THE HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION ON YE1SER STREET HAS
SEVERELY HURT OUR BUSINESS. THE STREET LOOKS CLOSED
AND WE ADMIT IT IS INCONVENIENT AND ROUGH az IT IS
P4S5ABLE! DUE TO THIS INCONVENIENCE, WE'LL MAKE IT
WELL WORTH YOUR WHILE IF YOU WILL COME IN.
EVERYTHING IN OUR SHOWROOM IS DISCOUNTED WITH
SAVINGS OF UP TO 50% OR MORE. WE ARE DESPERATE FOR
YOUR BUSINESS AND WILL DO ALL WE CAN TO-INSURE YOU
THE BEST SAVINGS AND SATISFACTION - SHOP OUR
















































• lamps • Mirrors
• Desks • Pictures











OVER 100 swrfalts1 , ,





































4bout Our roll 5-Yr 7. 
Warranty'

















































ACROSS FROM OUR OLD LOCATION
JUST PAST ICINGS WAY SKATFLAND
Paducah, Ky PHONE 443-8265 OR 442-5417
STORE HOURS:
9 AM TO 8 PM
DAILY




OYER 200 1K SlOCK
• Recliners • SwiveN
• accasionals
CHOICE Of STYLES
ASO COORS
20% :1°11
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE
COME SEE
OUR ALL NEW
SHOWROOM—
A STYLE AND
PRICE FOR
EVERYONE
a
.1.1011.
mUw
•,-,011,0*
